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Abstract
Multi Task Learning (MTL) efficiently leverages useful information contained in multiple
related tasks to help improve the generalization performance of all tasks. This article
conducts a large dimensional analysis of a simple but, as we shall see, extremely powerful
when carefully tuned, Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) version of MTL, in
the regime where the dimension p of the data and their number n grow large at the same
rate.
Under mild assumptions on the input data, the theoretical analysis of the MTL-LSSVM
algorithm first reveals the “sufficient statistics” exploited by the algorithm and their inter-
action at work. These results demonstrate, as a striking consequence, that the standard
approach to MTL-LSSVM is largely suboptimal, can lead to severe effects of negative trans-
fer but that these impairments are easily corrected. These corrections are turned into an
improved MTL-LSSVM algorithm which can only benefit from additional data, and the
theoretical performance of which is also analyzed.
As evidenced and theoretically sustained in numerous recent works, these large dimen-
sional results are robust to broad ranges of data distributions, which our present experi-
ments corroborate. Specifically, the article reports a systematically close behavior between
theoretical and empirical performances on popular datasets, which is strongly suggestive of
the applicability of the proposed carefully tuned MTL-LSSVM method to real data. This
fine-tuning is fully based on the theoretical analysis and does not in particular require any
cross validation procedure. Besides, the reported performances on real datasets almost sys-
tematically outperform much more elaborate and less intuitive state-of-the-art multi-task
and transfer learning methods.
Keywords: Transfer Learning, Multi-Task Learning, Random Matrix Theory, Support
Vector Machine, Classification.
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1. Introduction
The methodology for a long time considered in machine learning has consisted in tack-
ling each given (classification, regression, estimation) problem, hereafter referred to as a
task, independently. This approach is in general counterproductive as it automatically dis-
cards a potentially rich source of data often available to perform more or less similar tasks.
Multi Task Learning (MTL) precisely aims to handle this deficiency by connecting datasets
and tasks so to improve the generalization performance of one or several specific target
tasks. This framework has recently gained renewed interest (Yang et al., 2020; Caruana,
1997; Collobert and Weston, 2008), given the availability of gigantic datasets (such as huge
prelabelled image databases) and costly trained learning machines (such as deep neural
nets), which must be useful to help solve learning tasks involving much fewer labelled
data. Beyond this resurgence, numerous applications inherently benefit from a MTL ap-
proach, of which we may cite a few examples: prediction of student test results for a collec-
tion of schools (Aitkin and Longford, 1986), patient survival estimates in different clinics
(Harutyunyan et al., 2017; Caruana et al., 1996), values of possibly related financial indi-
cators (Allenby and Rossi, 1998), preference modelling of many individuals in a marketing
context (Greene, 2000), etc.
Carefully modelling the relatedness between tasks has long been claimed to be the
most critical determinant of the MTL algorithm performance. Several such models have
been considered in the literature: task relatedness can be modelled by assuming that the
parameters relating the tasks lie on a low dimensional manifold (Argyriou et al., 2007;
Agarwal et al., 2010); these relating parameters may alternatively be assumed to be close
in norm (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004; Xu et al., 2013) or be distributed according to similar
priors (Xue et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2005). However, for all these models, a failure in properly
matching the task parameters is often likely to induce possibly severe cases of negative
learning, that is occurrences where additional tasks play against rather than in favor of
the target task objective. These cases of negative learning are difficult to anticipate as
few theoretical works are amenable to prepare the experimenter to these scenarios. In
the present work, we adopt a similar strategy as in (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), but with
a strong theoretical background which will automatically eliminate the risks of negative
learning.
In detail, the article (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), the spirit of which is followed here,
is inspired by the natural extension of support vector machines (SVMs) (Vapnik, 2005) to
a multiple, say k, task setting, by paralleling k SVMs but constraining their parameters
(specifically, the k separating hyperplane normal vectors ω1, . . . , ωk) to be “close” to each
other. This is enforced by simply imposing that ωi = ω0 + vi for some common hyperplane
normal vector ω0 and dedicated hyperplane normal vectors vi. The norm of the vectors vi is
controlled through an additional hyperparameter λ to strengthen or relax task relatedness.
This is the approach followed in the present article, to the noticeable exception that the
fully explicit least-square SVM (LSSVM) (Xu et al., 2013) rather than a margin-based
SVM is considered. In addition to only marginally altering the overall behavior of the MTL
algorithm of (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), the LSSVM approach entails more explicit, more
tractable, as well as more insightful results, let alone numerically cheaper implementations.
As a matter of fact, by a now well-established universality argument of large dimensional
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statistics, it has been shown in closely related works (Mai and Liao, 2019) that quadratic
(least-square) cost functions are asymptotically optimal (as the data dimension and number
increase) and uniformly outperform alternative costs (such as margin-based methods or
logistic approaches), even in a classification setting; this argument further motivates to
consider first and foremost the least square version of MTL-SVM.
The intricate nature of the MTL framework, even in its simplest MTL-SVM version
(Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), has so far left little room to sound and practical useful theo-
retical analysis – which we believe to have been a main reason for its decayed importance
before the resurgence of the powerful deep learning tools, in capacity to tip the performance-
complexity tradeoff. Among existing theoretical analyses of MTL, an “extended VC dimen-
sion” approach to retrieve bounds on the generalization performance is proposed in (Baxter,
2000; Ben-David and Schuller, 2003). Using Bayesian and information theoretic arguments,
(Baxter, 1997) answers the question of the minimal information and number of samples per
task required to learn k parallel tasks. However, these works only provide loose bounds and
orders of magnitude which, if convenient to decide on the impossibility to reach a target
objective, do not provide any satisfying accurate performance evaluations, nor do they allow
for an optimal hyperparametrization of the MTL framework which, as we shall see, is of
dramatic importance.
Following on a recent line of breakthroughs in applied random matrix theory, and specif-
ically walking in the steps of (Liao and Couillet, 2019; Mai et al., 2019) which study a
single-task LSSVM adapted to supervised (Liao and Couillet, 2019) and semi-supervised
(Mai et al., 2019) learning, the article develops a theoretical framework to exhaustively
study the behavior and maximize the performance of a k-task m-class MTL-LSSVM frame-
work, under the regime of numerous (n) and large (p) data, i.e., n, p → ∞ with n/p →
c0 ∈ (0,∞). The data are here modelled as a mixture of km concentrated random vectors,
i.e., for x a data of class j (j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) for Task i (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}), x ∼ Lij(µij ,Σij),
where Lij(µ,Σ) is the law of a Lipschitz-concentrated random vector (Ledoux, 2001) with
statistical mean µ ∈ Rp and covariance Σ ∈ Rp×p. For instance, x = ϕij(z) for z ∼N(0, Iq),
ϕij : R
q → Rp a 1-Lipschitz function and lim q/p ∈ (0,∞). The main results and practical
consequences of the article may be summarized as follows:
1. under the regime of large dimensional datasets, the MTL-LSSVM algorithm has an
asymptotically predictable behavior and thus a predictable performance; in particular,
under the further assumptions of two classes per task (m = 2) and equal identity
covariance of the mixture (Σij = Ip for all i, j), this behavior summarizes as a very
insightful small dimensional (of size the number of tasks k and not the number n or
dimension p of the data) functional (i) of all inner products ∆µTi ∆µi′ , i, i
′ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
where ∆µi = µi1 − µi2, (ii) of the proportions cij = limnij/n between the number
of data nij of class j in Task i and the overall number n of data, and (iii) of the
hyperparameters λ (task relatedness) and γ1, . . . , γk (task-wise LSSVM regularization
parameters) of the MTL problem;
2. a fundamental aspect of the (LS)SVM framework is to associate each training data x to
a label y ∈ {−1, 1}; we demonstrate that this choice is a dangerous source of negative
transfer ; most importantly, we show that to each x must be associated an “optimal”
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score1 rather than a label y, which only depends on the class and task of x; this optimal
score is provided in explicit form by the large dimensional analysis; under this choice
of optimal scores y, the performance of MTL-LSSVM is necessarily improved over
parallel independent single-task LSSVMs, and discards all risks of negative transfer ;
3. a further aspect of the MTL-(LS)SVM approach is that, in a two-class setting, for an
unlabelled data x to be associated to class j ∈ {1, 2} for Task i, a binary decision of
the type gi(x)
C1
≷
C2
0 is performed; we show that this decision rule is in general biased,
not only due to imbalances in the number of available data per class and per task,
but also by the data statistics and the MTL hyperparameters (unless Σij = Ip for
each i, j); similar to an optimal choice of the training data “labels”, in the all-identity
covariance setting (Σij = Ip), we establish an optimal threshold ζi which minimizes
the probability of misclassification: ζi can be consistently estimated and thus used in
practice;
4. the assumption of a mixture of concentrated random vectors for the data samples
is far from anecdotal: concentrated random vectors form a broad and rich family of
random vectors, which can mimic extremely realistic data, as is the case of the output
of generative adversarial networks (GANs) proved to be, by definition, concentrated
random vectors (Seddik et al., 2020); the article proves a universality result: the
asymptotic performance (as p, n→∞) of MTL-LSSVM only depends on the statistics
µij and Σij of the mixture model, thereby behaving as if the data followed a mere
Gaussian mixture model; this strongly suggests that the proposed improved algorithm
and its performances are applicable to a wide range of real data;
5. a series of concrete applications, to hypothesis testing using external tasks, to transfer
learning, and to multi-class classification are provided, optimized and confronted to
competing methods; these applications have the strong advantage to have predictable
performances: this is particularly crucial to appropriately set decision thresholds for
type I and II errors in hypothesis testing, as well as to predict before running the
algorithms their anticipated performances;
6. a simulation campaign on real datasets is performed which (i) confirms, as strongly
suggested by Item 4, the strong adequacy between the empirical and theoretical results
and (ii) demonstrates the large superiority of the proposed algorithm over competing
methods.
In a nutshell, by exploiting recent advances in applied random matrix theory, the article
provides a modern vision to multi-task and transfer learning. This vision is here turned
into an elementary but cost-efficient algorithm, which relies on base principles, but which
both largely outperforms competing (sometimes complex) methods and provides strong
theoretical guarantees. As a side note, we must insist that our present objective is to study
and improve “data-generic” multi-task learning mechanisms under no structural assumption
on the data; this is quite unlike recent works exploiting convolutive techniques in deep neural
1. This notion of optimality will be properly defined in the article.
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nets to perform transfer or multi-task learning mostly for computer vision-oriented tasks,
as in e.g., (Zhuang et al., 2020; Krishna and Kalluri, 2019).
In order to best capture the main intuitions drawn from the large dimensional analysis,
after a rigorous introduction of the multitask learning framework in Section 2, a first high-
light of our main contributions under the qualitatively more telling setting of binary tasks
(m = 2) with data of equal identity covariance (Σij = Ip) is proposed in Section 3. The
technical details under the most generic data modelling setting as well as the most general
technical result are then provided in Section 4. A broad series of applications is provided
in Section 5. Extensive simulations are then proposed in Section 6, which corroborate our
theoretical findings and show their resilience and compatibility to real data settings.
Reproducibility. Matlab codes of the main algorithms and results provided in the article
are available at https://github.com/maliktiomoko/RMT-MTLLSSVM.git.
Notation. The following notations and conventions will be used throughout the article:
1n ∈ Rn is the vector of all ones, e[n]m ∈ Rn is the canonical vector of Rn with [e[n]m ]i = δmi,
and e
[2k]
ij ≡ e[2k]2(i−1)+j . Similarly, E
[n]
ij ∈ Rn×n is the canonical matrix of Rn×n with [E[n]ij ]ab =
δiaδjb. The notation A ⊗ B for matrices or vectors A,B is the Kronecker product. The
notation A ⊙ B for matrices or vectors A,B is the Hadamard product. Dx stands for a
diagonal matrix containing on its diagonal the elements of the vector x and Ai. is the i-th
row of matrix A.
2. The Multi Task Learning Framework
2.1 The deterministic setting
Let X ∈ Rp×n be a collection of n independent data vectors of dimension p. The data are
divided into k subsets attached to individual “tasks”, each task consisting of anm-class clas-
sification problem (m being the same for each task). Specifically, letting X = [X1, . . . ,Xk],
Task i is a classification problem from the training samples Xi = [X
(1)
i , . . . ,X
(m)
i ] ∈ Rp×ni
with X
(j)
i = [x
(j)
i1 , . . . , x
(j)
inij
] ∈ Rp×nij the nij vectors of class Cj , j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, for Task i.
In particular, n =
∑k
i=1 ni and ni =
∑m
j=1 nij for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
To each datum x
(j)
il ∈ Rp of the training set is attached a corresponding output vec-
tor (or score) y
(j)
il ∈ Rm. Correspondingly to the notation X, Xi and X(j)i , let Y =
[Y T1 , . . . , Y
T
k ]
T ∈ Rn×m be the matrix of the m-dimensional outputs of all data, where
Yi = [Y
(1)T
i , . . . , Y
(m)T
i ]
T ∈ Rni×m and Y (j)i = [y(j)i1 , . . . , y(j)inij ]T ∈ Rnij×m the matrix of all
outputs for Task i.
In the standard MTL learning approach (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004; Xu et al., 2013),
one would naturally set y
(j)
il = e
[m]
j , i.e., all data of class Cj are affected a hot-bit in position
j. As claimed in the introduction and as we shall see, this hot-bit allocation approach is
at the source of deleterious performances, such as negative transfer effects, and we thus
voluntarily do not enforce any constraint on the vector y
(j)
il at this point.
Before inserting the data-score pairs (X,Y ) into the MTL-LSSVM framework, it is
convenient to “center” the data X to eliminate additional sources of bias. This centering
operation could be performed either on the whole dataset X, or task-wise on each Xi, or
even class-wise on each X
(j)
i . In (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004; Xu et al., 2013) this centering
operation is not performed (which essentially boils down to centering X itself). We choose
here to center the data task-wise, and this, for two reasons: (i) centering the whole dataset
induces dependencies across tasks so that, even by enforcing the hyperplane controlling
factor λ to decorrelate the tasks (i.e., λ→∞; see next), residual dependence must remain
and negative transfer can still appear, (ii) class-wise centering has the double deleterious
effect of cancelling an important discrimination factor of the classes (i.e., their difference
in statistical mean) and of necessitating a complex treatment to classify new (unlabelled)
input data. Inappropriate centering choices would induce biases and undesired residual
terms in our theoretical derivation, which further justifies our present task-wise centering
choice (see e.g., Remark 3). Specifically, the MTL-LSSVM algorithm studied here is based,
not on the data Xi but on their centered version
X˚i = Xi
(
Ini −
1
ni
1ni1
T
ni
)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
and we will systematically consider the data-score pair (X˚, Y ), where X˚ = [X˚1, . . . , X˚k]
rather than (X,Y ).
Having pre-treated the input data, we are in position to introduce the MTL-LSSVM
framework. The MTL-LSSVM algorithm aims to predict, relative to each task i, an output
score vector yi ∈ Rm for any new input vector x ∈ Rp. To this end, MTL-LSSVM determines
k “hyperplane normal-vector” matricesW = [W1,W2, . . . ,Wk] ∈ Rp×km which take the form
Wi =W0+Vi for some common W0 and individual task-wise matrices V = [V1, . . . , Vk] and
biases b = [bT1 , b
T
2 , . . . , b
T
k ]
T ∈ Rk×m. These parameters are set to minimize the objective
function
min
(W0,V,b)∈Rp×m×Rp×km×Rk×m
J(W0, V, b) (1)
where
J(W0, V, b) ≡ 1
2λ
tr
(
WT0 W0
)
+
1
2
k∑
i=1
tr
(
V Ti Vi
)
γi
+
1
2
k∑
i=1
tr
(
ξTi ξi
)
ξi = Yi − (X˚
T
i Wi
kp
+ 1nib
T
i ), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
This is a classical LSSVM formulation in which the quadratic cost tr(ξTi ξi) replaces the
boundary constraint of margin-based SVM and where the costs tr(WT0 W0) and tr(V
T
i Vi)
are reminiscent of the hyperplane normal-vector norm minimization of classical SVM.
What is specific to the MTL approach is first the hyperparameter λ which enforces or
relaxes the relatedness between tasks and the introduction of k extra parameters γ1, . . . , γk
which enforce a correct classification of the data in their respective classes. Similarly to
(Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), we place the hyperparameters γi as a prefactor of tr(V
T
i Vi),
rather than as a prefactor of tr(ξTi ξi); this differs from the normalization scheme proposed
in (Xu et al., 2013). This choice is more flexible in the following sense: for a fixed value of λ,
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increasing all ratios λγi “blurs” the difference between tasks and thus turns the optimization
scheme into a single-task SVM (because the optimal Vi’s need then be set to zero in the
limit); for fixed values of the γi’s instead, small ratios
λ
γi
decorrelate the tasks (the optimal
W0 being close to zero). Note however that, unlike in (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004), we
choose to use here one hyperparameter γi per task instead of a common one. As will be
seen next, this choice is more meaningful and of course offers more flexibility.
In passing, remark that the linear common-hyperplane conditionWi =W0+Vi, imposes
by definition that all Vi’s be of the same size R
p×m: this severely constrains (i) the data
in each task to be of the same dimension p and (ii) the number of classes per task to be
the same (m). Further linear or even non-linear relaxation schemes for Wi of the type
Wi = Vi + fi(W0) for some operator fi could be envisioned to relax this constraint. This
however goes beyond the scope of the present article, which seeks to provide insights and
optimality into a simplified (yet already non-trivial) form of MTL-LSSVM.
As for the choice of the hyperparameters λ, γ1, . . . , γk, as well as of the score matrix Y
which we recall was left open, it is treated independently and is dictated, not by the present
optimization scheme, but by a ultimate objective, such as minimizing the misclassification
rate for a specific target class. These more applied considerations will be made in Section 5.
Remark 1 (LSSVM classification versus regression) It may be disputed that the op-
timization framework (1) takes a regression rather than a classification form. It appears
that, under a binary-class LSSVM framework with scores yi ∈ {±1}, the classification
constraint (of the form yi(W
Txi + bi) − 1 = ξi) or the regression constraint (of the form
yi −W Txi + bi = ξi) are associated to the same losses, thereby leading to the same clas-
sification solution and performance. Yet, as will become clear in the following, in addition
for the solution of (1) to be explicit and theoretically tractable (which is not the case of
alternative schemes such as margin-based SVM, logistic regression, Adaboost, etc.), the
aforementioned flexibility in the score matrix Y largely outbalances the “failure” of treating
a classification problem by means of a regression optimization scheme. Besides, under the
large dimensional theoretical framework presently studied, recent works in related problems
(Mai and Liao, 2019) forcefully suggest that the square loss is optimal to deal with large
dimensional data as it uniformly outperforms all alternative cost functions.
Being a quadratic cost optimization under linear constraints, (1) is easily solved using
its dual formulation by introducing Lagrangian parameters αi ∈ Rni×m for each task i (see
details in Section A.1). The solution is explicit and is as follows.
Proposition 2 The solution to (1) is given by
W0 =
(
1Tk ⊗ λIp
)
Zα
Wi =
(
e
[k]
i
T ⊗ Ip
)
AZα
b = (PTQP )−1PTQY
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where
Z =

X˚1 . . .
X˚k

 ∈ Rkp×n
A =
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)
⊗ Ip ∈ Rkp×kp
α = Q(Y − Pb), Q =
(
1
kp
ZTAZ + In
)−1
∈ Rn×n
P =

1n1 . . .
1nk

 ∈ Rn×k.
Despite the apparent intricate expression ofWi, it must be stressed thatWi “essentially”
takes the form of the standard solution to a ridge regression (or regularized least-square)
problem as the term AZQY (in which Q = ( 1kpZ
TAZ + In)
−1) appearing in the expended
form ofWi confirms. From a technical standpoint, the large dimensional statistical behavior
of the matrix Q, known as the resolvent of 1kpZ
TAZ in random matrix theory, plays a central
role in the analysis. More specific to the MTL framework, note the interesting isolation of
the data subsets X˚i in the data matrix Z (it is not possible, to the best of our knowledge,
to “linearly” express Wi as a function of X˚ itself); the elements X˚i are then “mixed” by the
term λ1k1
T
k appearing in matrix A, from which it naturally comes that, in the limit λ→ 0,
MTL-LSSVM boils down to k independent LSSVMs with Dγ imposing weights γ1, . . . , γk
on each data subset.
From Proposition 2, for any new data point x ∈ Rp, the classification score vector
gi(x) ∈ Rm for Task i, is then defined by
gi(x) =
1
kp
WTi x˚+ bi =
1
kp
αTZTA
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ x˚
)
+ bi (2)
where x˚ = x − 1niXi1ni is a centered version of x with respect to the training dataset for
Task i.
This formulation, along with the next remark, confirm again the relevance of a task-wise,
rather than class-wise, centering of the data X, which allows for a well-defined expression
of x˚.
Remark 3 (Shift invariance of the scores) If the columns of Yi ∈ Rni×m are shifted by
some constant vector PY¯ for some (small dimensional) matrix Y¯ ∈ Rk×m, i.e., if all data
of the same task are affected by the same shift of their scores (or labels), then we find that
the Lagrangian parameter αshift after the shift is
αshift = Q
(
In − P (PTQP )−1PTQ
)
(Y + PY¯) = α.
As such, the matrix Wi = (e
[k]T
i ⊗ Ip)AZα and, consequently, the performance of MTL-
LSSVM are insensitive to a simultaneous shift of all the scores of each task.
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2.2 Statistical modelling and the large dimensional setting
In order to draw insights into the behavior of MTL-LSSVM and evaluate its performance,
the article proposes to first model the datasetX as a mixture of concentrated random vectors
and then to assume the dimensions p, n of X to be sufficiently large for deterministic (and
predictable) concentration behavior to occur.
Assumption 1 (Distribution of X and x) There exist two constants C, c > 0 (inde-
pendent of n, p) such that, for any 1-Lipschitz function f : Rp×n → R,
∀t > 0, P(|f(X) −mf(X)| ≥ t) ≤ Ce−(t/c)
2
where mZ is a median of the random variable Z. We further impose that the columns of X
be independent and that the x
(j)
il , for l ∈ {1, . . . , nij}, be distributed according to the same
law Lij. These conditions guarantee the existence of a mean and covariance for the columns
of X and we denote, for all l ∈ {1, . . . , nij},
µij ≡ E[x(j)il ]
Σij ≡ Cov[x(j)il ].
Furthermore, the dummy variable x ∈ Rp used for testing is independent of X, and dis-
tributed according to one of the laws Lij.
Assumption 1 notably encompasses the following scenarios: the x
(j)
il ’s are (i) indepen-
dent Gaussian random vectors N(µij ,Σij), (ii) independent random vectors uniformly dis-
tributed on the Rp sphere of radius
√
p and, most importantly, (iii) any 1-Lipschitz transfor-
mation ϕij(z
(j)
il ) with z
(j)
il itself a concentrated random vector. Scenario (iii) is particularly
relevant to model very realistic data by means of advanced non-linear generative models,
as recently demonstrated in (Seddik et al., 2019) in the specific example of generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs). As such, Assumption 1 offers the flexibility to assume either
synthetic Gaussian mixture models, or very realistic and advanced generative data models.
A core result of the present article consists in showing that, for n, p large, either scenario
leads to the same asymptotic performance for MTL-LSSVM (which thus only depends on
the statistical means and covariances of the data).
Since all data x
(j)
il , l ∈ {1, . . . , nij}, are identically distributed, we will further impose
that their associated scores y
(j)
il ∈ Rm be identical. That is, y(j)i1 = . . . = y(j)inij ≡Yij within
every class j of each task i. The score matrix Y ∈ Rn×k may then be reduced under the
form
Y =
[
Y111
T
n11 , . . . ,Ykm1
T
nkm
]T
∈ Rn×m
for Y = [Y11, . . . ,Ykm]
T ∈ Rkm×m. From Remark 3, it is also clear that, the performances
of MTL-LSSVM being insensitive to a constant shift in the scores Yi1, . . . ,Yim in every
given task i, the centered version Y˚ = [Y˚11, . . . ,Y˚km]
T of Y, where
Y˚ij ≡Yij −
m∑
j=1
nij
ni
Yij ,
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will naturally appear at the core of the upcoming results.
Although practical data will of course be considered to be of finite dimension p and
number n, it will indeed be convenient, for technical reasons, to work under the following
large dimensional random matrix assumption.
Assumption 2 (Growth Rate) As n → ∞, n/p → c0 ∈ (0,∞) and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤
j ≤ m, nij/n→ cij ∈ (0, 1). We further denote ci =
∑k
j=m cij and c = [c1, . . . , ck]
T ∈ Rk.
With these notations and assumptions in place, we are in position to present the main
results of the article. Yet, before entering the technical details of the large dimensional
analysis of the performance of the MTL-LSSVM framework, the next section first provides
a highlight of the main contributions and intuitions drawn by the analysis. To this end, it is
convenient to temporarily restrict the setting to binary classes (m = 2) and to an isotropic
mixture model for the data X, i.e., Σij = Ip for each measure Lij . The most general
and slightly more technical setting (m ≥ 2 and non-isotropic mixture data modelling) is
considered in full in Section 4.
3. Highlights of the main results
To simplify the exposition of our main results, without impacting their core conclusions,
in this section, Assumptions 1–2 are further restricted to the binary-classification setting
(m = 2) and to measures Lij of equal covariance Σij = Ip, for all i, j.
The advantage of the isotropic (Σij = Ip) condition is that all asymptotic results can be
expressed under the form of low-dimensional matrix formulations (of size scaling with k but
not with p, n). Adjoined to the m = 2 assumption, the isotropic model further guarantees
a simplified form for (i) the (asymptotically) optimal labels Y , (ii) the optimal decision
thresholds ζi, and (iii) the asymptotic performances of MTL-LSSVM, all of which can be
estimated consistently as p, n → ∞. Consequently, this simplified setting has the strong
benefit to give rise to a first cost-efficient and robust multitask classification algorithm
(Algorithm 1) which, for practical data, makes the approximation that Σij ∝ Ip.
The binary setting does not a priori alter any of the previously introduced notations
which stand with m = 2. Yet, it is particularly convenient in this setting to recast the score
vectors y
(j)
il ∈ Rm into scalar scores ybin(j)il ∈ R. In a standard classification context, this
would correspond to turning a two-dimensional hot-bit vector e
[2]
j into a signed scalar ±1;
as we recall that y
(j)
il is here considered as a real score (rather than a binary label) vector, to
us this is equivalent to turning a score vector into a scalar score. Matrix Y ∈ Rn×m similarly
now becomes a score vector ybin ∈ Rn, and in particular we define y˚bin = [y˚bin11 , . . . , y˚bink2 ]T ∈
R2k with
y˚binij ≡ ybinij −
(
ni1
ni
ybini1 +
ni2
ni
ybini2
)
∈ R
where ybinij ≡ ybini1 (j) = . . . = ybininij
(j) ∈ R is the common score assigned to the identically
distributed data of class j for Task i. Correspondingly, the sought-for (Wi, bi) collection of
m hyperplanes of (1) becomes a single hyperplane (wbini , b
bin
i ) with w
bin
i ∈ Rp and bbini ∈ R.
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Yet, our present interest is only on the resulting score vector gi(x) which, replacing Y by
ybin in its expression (Equation 2), becomes the scalar test score
gbini (x) ≡
1
kp
(ybin − Pb)TQZTA
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ x˚
)
+ [(PTQP )−1PTQybin]i ∈ R.
3.1 Theoretical analysis and large dimensional intuitions
Under the isotropic and binary-class setting, as n, p → ∞ according to Assumption 2,
the theoretical performance of MTL-LSSVM explicitly depends on two fundamental and
isolated quantities: the data-related matrix M ∈ R2k×2k and the hyperparameter matrix
A ∈ Rk×k:
M =
k∑
i,i′=1
∆µTi ∆µi′
(
E
[k]
ii′ ⊗ cicTi′
)
A =
(
Ik +D
− 1
2
δ[k]
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
D
− 1
2
δ[k]
)−1
where we introduced the shortcut notations
∆µi ≡ µi1 − µi2, ci ≡
√
ci1/ci
√
ci2/ci
[ √
ci2/ci
−√ci1/ci
]
and where δ[k] = [δ
[k]
1 , . . . , δ
[k]
k ]
T are the unique positive solutions to the implicit system of
k equations
δ
[k]
i =
ci
c0
−Aii, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. (3)
In anticipation of future needs, it is convenient to further introduce the 2k-dimensional
variant δ[2k] = [δ
[2k]
11 , . . . , δ
[2k]
k2 ]
T ∈ R2k where
δ
[2k]
ij = c0
cij
ci
δ
[k]
i . (4)
The asymptotic performances of MTL-LSSVM will be shown to solely depend on X
through the matrices M and A, which thus play the role of (asymptotically) sufficient
statistics. It is particularly important to stress that, despite the quite generic concentration
assumption on X (Assumption 1), when Σij = Ip, only the k
2 inner products ∆µTi ∆µi′
and the 2k class-wise dimensionality ratios cij/ci intervene in the expression of M – so
in particular none of the higher order moments of X are accounted for, nor the absolute
task-wise dimension ratios ci. As for A, it captures instead the information about the
impact of the hyperparameters λ, γ1, . . . , γk as well as the task-wise dimensionality ratios
c1, . . . , ck and the data number-to-dimension ratio c0. In the expression of the MTL-LSSVM
performance, these two matrices combine into the core matrix Γ ∈ R2k×2k
Γ =
(
I2k +
(
A ⊗ 121T2
)
⊙M
)−1
(5)
where we recall that ‘⊙’ is the Hadamard (element-wise) matrix product.
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Theorem 4 (Asymptotics of gbini (x)) Under Assumptions 1–2, with m = 2 and Σij =
Ip, for a test data x with E[x] = µij and Cov[x] = Ip, as p, n→∞,
gbini (x)−Gij a.s.−→ 0, Gij ∼N(mij , σ2i )
in distribution, where, letting m = [m11, . . . ,mk2]
T and the normalized forms ybin ≡
D
1
2
δ[2k]
ybin, y˚bin = D
1
2
δ[2k]
y˚bin, m = D
1
2
δ[2k]
m, and σ2i = δ
[k]
i σ
2
i ,
m = ybin − Γy˚bin
σ
2
i = (y˚
bin)TΓViΓy˚
bin
with
Vi = DKTi.⊗12 +
(
AD
KTi·+e
[k]
i
A ⊗ 121T2
)
⊙M
K =
c0
k
[A ⊙A]
(
Dc − c0
k
[A ⊙A]
)−1
.
Theorem 4 interestingly indicates that the (asymptotic) statistics of the classification
scores gbini (x), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, reduce to a mere functional of 2k-dimensional deterministic
vectors and matrices. In particular, gbini (x) depends on the data statistical means µi′j′ ,
1 ≤ i′ ≤ k, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ 2, and on the hyperparameters λ and γ1, . . . , γk mostly through the
2k-dimensional matrix Γ (and more marginally through Vi and K for the variances).
Another non-trivial point to note is that, being in general non-diagonal, Γ acts on the
centered scores (labels) y˚bini′j′ of all classes j
′ and tasks i′ which, therefore, all influence the
performances. It can thus be anticipated that, for the decision on a particular Task i to
be successful, not only the scores ybini1 and y
bin
i2 , but in fact all scores y
bin
i′j′ across all classes
and tasks, must be appropriately tuned.
Remark also that, in this isotropic (Σi′j′ = Ip) setting, the variance σ
2
i of the score
gbini (x) with E[x] = µij only depends on i, and not on j. This is particularly convenient, as
shown next, to devise an optimal decision rule for classification into class 1 or 2 for Task i.
From a more technical standpoint, comparing the exact expression of gi(x) in (2) and
that of mij (i.e., the large dimensional approximation of E[gi(x)]), we may interpret the
matrix Γ ∈ R2k×2k as a “condensed” form of Q ∈ Rn×n. From the expression (I2k + A ⊗
121
T
2 )
−1⊙M, observe that: (i) if λ≪ 1, then A is diagonal dominant and thus “filters out”
in the Hadamard product all off-diagonal entries of M – that is, all the cross-terms ∆µTi ∆µj
for i 6= j –, therefore refusing to exploit the correlation between tasks; (ii) if instead λ ∼ 1,
then A may be developed (using the Sherman-Morrison matrix inverse formulas) as the
sum of a diagonal matrix, which again filters out the ∆µTi ∆µj for i 6= j, and of a rank-one
matrix which instead performs a weighted sum (through the γi and the δ
[k]
i ) of the entries
of M; specifically, letting γ−1 = (γ−11 , . . . , γ
−1
k )
T, we have
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
= D−1γ −
λγ−1(γ−1)T
1 + λ 1k
∑k
i=1 γ
−1
i
.
As such, letting aside the regularization effect of the δ
[k]
i ’s, the off-diagonal ∆µ
T
i ∆µj term
intervening in the expression of M is weighted by a coefficient (γiγj)
−1: the impact of the
12
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γi′ ’s is thus strongly associated to the relevance of the correlation between tasks, and not
only to the individual performances of the k isolated LSSVM tasks.
Section 4 provides a more general version (Theorem 8) of Theorem 4 for m ≥ 2 classes
per task and generic Σij. The technical derivation of these two results, of limited interest
at this point of the article, is also deferred to Section 4.
3.2 Decision threshold and label optimization
Since gbini (x) has a Gaussian limit centered aboutmij and with equal variance for j = 1 and
j = 2, the (asymptotically) optimal decision for x to be allocated to class C1 or class C2
for Task i, i.e., the decision minimizing the averaged error probability under the prior
P(x ∈ C1) = P(x ∈ C2), is obtained by the “averaged-mean” test
gbini (x)
C1
≷
C2
ζi ≡ 1
2
(mi1 +mi2) (6)
the associated misclassification rate being
ǫi1 ≡ P
(
gbini (x) ≥
mi1 +mi2
2
∣∣∣x ∈ C1)
= Q
(
mi1 −mi2
2σi
)
+ o(1) (7)
with mij , σi as in Theorem 4 and Q(t) =
1√
2π
∫∞
t e
−u2
2 du.
It is of utmost interest at this point to recall that the asymptotics of gbini (x) from
Theorem 4 (as from the more generic Theorem 8) depend in an elegant and simple manner
on the training data scores ybin = D
− 1
2
δ[2k]
ybin. Using again the independence of σ2i on the
genuine class of x, the vector ybin
⋆
minimizing the misclassification rate for Task i simply
reads:
ybin
⋆
= argmax
ybin∈R2k
(mi1 −mi2)2
σ2i
= argmax
ybin∈R2k
‖(ybin)T(I2k − Γ)D−
1
2
δ[2k]
(e
[2k]
i1 − e[2k]i2 )‖2
(ybin)TΓViΓybin
for which the solution is explicitly defined, up to an arbitrarily multiplicative constant (as
it maximizes a ratio) and up to an arbitrary additive constant (as per Remark 3), by:
ybin
⋆
= Γ−1V−1i [(A⊗121T2 )⊙M]D
− 1
2
δ[2k]
(e
[2k]
i1 − e[2k]i2 ). (8)
and, for this choice of ybin
⋆
, the corresponding (asymptotically) optimal classification error
ǫi1 defined in (7) is then
ǫ⋆i1 = Q
(
1
2
√
(e
[2k]
i1 − e[2k]i2 )TG(e[2k]i1 − e[2k]i2 )
)
(9)
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for G = D
1
2
δ[2k]
[(A⊗ 121T2 ) ⊙ M]V−1i [(A⊗ 121T2 ) ⊙ M]D
1
2
δ[2k]
. Of course, by symmetry,
ǫi2 ≡ P (gbini (x) ≤ mi1+mi22 |x ∈ C2) has the same limiting optimal value ǫ⋆i2 = ǫ⋆i1.
The only non-diagonal matrices in (8) are Γ and Vi in which M plays the role of a
“variance profile” matrix. In particular, assume ∆µTi ∆µi′ = 0 for all i
′ 6= i, i.e., the
differences in statistical means of all tasks are orthogonal to those of Task i. Then the
two rows and columns of M associated to Task i are all zero but on the 2 × 2 diagonal
block. Therefore, ybin
⋆
will have all zero entries but on its Task i two elements. All other
choices for the null entries of ybin
⋆
(such as the usual ybin = [1,−1, . . . , 1,−1]T) would be
suboptimal and (possibly severely) detrimental to the classification performance of Task i,
not by altering the meansmi1,mi2 but by increasing the variance σ
2
i . This extreme example
strongly suggests that, in order to maximize the MTL performance on a targeted Task i,
one must impose low absolute scores ybini′j to all Tasks i
′ strongly different from Task i.
The choice ybin = [1,−1, . . . , 1,−1]T can also be very detrimental when ∆µTi ∆µi′ < 0
for some pair i, i′: that is, when the mapping of the two classes within each task is reversed
(e.g., if class C1 in Task 1 is closer to class C2 than class C1 in Task 2). In this setting, it
is easily seen that ybin = [1,−1, . . . , 1,−1]T works against the classification and performs
much worse than a single-task LSSVM.
Another interesting conclusion arises from the simplified setting of equal number of
samples per task and per class, i.e., n11 = . . . = nk2. In this case, δ
[k2]
11 = . . . = δ
[k2]
k2 and,
since ybin
⋆
is defined up to a multiplicative constant, we have
ybin
⋆
= Γ−1V−1i
(
(A ⊗ 121T2 )⊙M
)
(e
[2k]
i1 − e[2k]i2 )
in which all matrices are organized in 2×2 blocks of equal entries. This immediately implies
that ybini′1
⋆
= −ybini′2
⋆
for all i′. So in particular, the detection threshold 12(mi1 +mi2) of
the averaged-mean test (6) is zero (as conventionally assumed). In all other settings for the
ni′j’s, it is very unlikely that y
bin
i1
⋆
= −ybini2 ⋆ and the optimal decision threshold must also
be estimated. As a matter of fact, following up on Remark 3, the aforementioned optimal
value ybin
⋆
for ybin is not unique and could be shifted by any constant vector. This extra
degree of freedom will be of much relevance in the application Section 5, as commented in
the following remark.
Remark 5 (Setting the decision threshold to zero) As per Remark 3, the addition
of a constant term to ybin does not affect the ultimate performance of MTL-LSSVM. Yet,
it affects the value of the limiting means mij of g
bin
i (x), so in particular the value of the
limiting optimal threshold 12(mi1 +mi2). Specifically, one may shift all entries of y
bin in
such a way that 12 (mi1 + mi2) = 0 and thus recenter the decision threshold to zero. For
y¯ ∈ R this constant shift, this boils down to solving in the variable y¯ the equation
0 =
1
2
(mi1 +mi2) =
1
2
(ybin + y¯e
[k]
i ⊗ 12)TD
1
2
δ[2k]
(I2k −ZeΓ) (e[2k]2(i−1)+1 + e
[2k]
2i )
where Ze = I2k −
∑k
i′=1E
[k]
i′i′ ⊗ ci′ and ci′ = 12
[ n
i′1
n
i′
n
i′2
n
i′
]
. Similarly, one may instead
impose that mi1 = 0: this will appear to be fundamental to align classifiers in the multi-
class “one-versus-all” extension of the present binary classification scheme (see details in
Section 5.2).
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Remark 6 (Tuning the hyperparameters) The previous section provided a high-level
interpretation for the impact of the vector parameter γ ∈ Rk and the scalar parameter λ ∈ R,
the effect of which is to respectively regularize LSSVM learning and to set the throttle be-
tween individual versus collective learning. These hyperparameters intervene deeply inside
our theoretical formulas (so far in Theorem 4 but later in Theorem 8) and are not amenable
to simple optimization. Yet, as will be confirmed by experiments (see in particular Figure 3),
the proposed optimization of the input scores ybin partly compensates for suboptimal choices
in γ, λ. As such, an “informed guess”, based on our previous discussion of the effects of
these parameters, is in general sufficient for highly performing MTL-LSSVM. A further
gradient descent operation (or local grid search) on the theoretical performance approxi-
mation, initialized at the informed guess values, can further improve the overall learning
performance.
3.3 Practical implementation of improved MTL-LSSVM
As already pointed out, a fundamental aspect of Theorem 4 lies in the performances of the
large dimensional (n, p≫ 1) classification problem at hand boiling down to 2k-dimensional
statistics. More importantly from a practical perspective, these 2k-dimensional “sufficient
statistics” are easily amenable to fast and efficient estimation: it indeed only requires a
few training data samples to estimate all quantities involved in the theorem (which, as a
corollary, lets one envision the possibility of efficient transfer learning methods based on
very scarce data samples).
Remark 7 (On the estimation of mij and σi) All quantities defined in Theorem 4 are
a priori known, apart from the quantities M ≡∑
i,i′
∆µTi ∆µi′
(
E
[k]
ii′ ⊗ cicTi′
)
and most specif-
ically the inner products ∆µTi ∆µi′. For these, define, for j = 1, 2, two sets Sij,S
′
ij ⊂
{1, . . . , nij} and the corresponding indicator vectors jij , j′ij ∈ Rni with [jij ]a = δa∈Sij and
[j′ij ]a = δa∈S′ij . We further impose that S
′
ij ∩ Sij = ∅. Then, for i 6= i′, the following
estimates hold:
∆µTi ∆µi′ −
(
ji1
|Si1| −
ji2
|Si2|
)T
X˚Ti X˚i′
(
ji′1
|Si′1| −
ji′2
|Si′2|
)
= O
(
(p min
l∈{1,2}
{|Sil|, |Si′l|})−
1
2
)
∆µTi ∆µi −
(
ji1
|Si1| −
ji2
|Si2|
)
T
X˚Ti X˚i
(
j′i1
|S′i1|
− j
′
i2
|S′i2|
)
= O
(
(p min
l∈{1,2}
{|Sil|, |S′il|})−
1
2
)
.
Observe in particular that a single sample (two when i = i′) per task and per class (|Sil| = 1)
is sufficient to obtain a consistent estimate for all quantities, so long that p is large. In
a transfer learning setting where some tasks may contain few labeled data, it is thus still
possible to optimize the MTL algorithm. Of course, when more data are available, under our
assumption that p ∼ n, taking all samples in the averaging, the convergence speed is of order
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O(1/
√
np) = O(1/n), which is a quadratic increase in the speed of the usual central-limit
theorem.
Estimating mij and σi not only allows one to anticipate theoretical performances but
also enables the actual estimation of the decision threshold 12 (mi1 + mi2) of the test (6)
and, as shown previously, opens the possibility to largely optimize MTL-LSSVM through
an (asymptotically) optimal choice of the training scores ybin.
The series of theoretical and practical results of this section may be synthetized under
the form of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Proposed binary Multi Task Learning algorithm.
Input: Training samples X = [X1, . . . ,Xk] with Xi′ = [X
(1)
i′ ,X
(2)
i′ ] and test data x.
Output: Estimated class jˆ ∈ {1, 2} of x for target Task i.
Center and normalize data per task: for all i′ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
• X˚i′ ← Xi′
(
Ini′ − 1ni′ 1ni′1
T
ni′
)
• X˚i′ ← X˚i′/ 1ni′ptr(X˚i′X˚
T
i′ )
Estimate: Matrix M from Remark 7 and δ[k] by solving (3).
Create scores ybin = ybin
⋆
according to (8).
Compute the threshold ζi from (6), with mij defined in Theorem 4 for y
bin = ybin
⋆
.
(Optional) Estimate the theoretical classification error ǫi1 = ǫi1(λ, γ) from (7) and
minimize over (λ, γ).2
Compute classification score gi(x) according to (2).
Output: jˆ such that gi(x)
jˆ=1
≷
jˆ=2
ζi.
3.4 Empirical evidence
This section shortly illustrates the ideas and intuitions developed so far (such as the rel-
evance of an optimal choice of the data labels and decision threshold) through the per-
formances of Algorithm 1 on a transfer learning benchmark application. Sections 5–6 will
cover a much larger spectrum of applications and experiments, under the most general data
setting discussed in the subsequent sections.
For optimal comparison, we consider here the standard Office+Caltech256 real image
classification benchmark (Saenko et al., 2010; Griffin et al., 2007), consisting of four tasks
and m = 10 categories shared by all tasks. The dataset X consists here of the VGG
features of size p = 4096 extracted from these images. We place ourselves under a k = 2
transfer learning setting where Task 1 is the source task and Task 2 is the target task
(the performance of which we aim to optimize), taken from two of the four tasks of the
2. As per Remark 6, this operation involves reevaluating δ[k] and thus y⋆, and thus m for each (λ, γ). It
can be performed either on a static grid or by gradient descent until a local minimum is reached.
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dataset (Caltech, Webcam, Amason, dslr). For testing, the samples of the target task
are randomly selected from the test dataset of Office+Caltech256 and the classification
accuracy is averaged over 20 trials. Table 1 reports the accuracy for all possible pairs
(4 × 3 = 12 of them) of source and transfer tasks, obtained by Algorithm 1 (Ours) versus
the non-optimized LSSVM of (Xu et al., 2013) (LSSVM) and versus other state-of-the-art
transfer learning algorithms: the max margin domain transform of (Hoffman et al., 2013)
(MMDT) which seeks a linear transform to match the source data to the target data and
then applies an SVM on the resulting target domain; the cross-domain landmark selection
(CDLS) of (Hubert Tsai et al., 2016), which learns a feature subspace which matches the
cross-domain data distribution and eliminates the domain differences; and the invariant
latent space (ILS) of (Herath et al., 2017), which, similar to MMDT, learns an invariant
latent space in which the discrepancy between source and target is minimized. As already
pointed out in introduction, since the article aims to propose an improved classification
algorithm independent of the feature representation, it is fair to compare it to methods
which use the same data features. The algorithms compared in the table all systematically
use VGG features. It would be unfair to compare these against ”end to end” MTL learning
methods including a (explicit or implicit) step of feature learning like recent deep neural
networks methods(Zhuang et al., 2020; Krishna and Kalluri, 2019).
Since m = 10 here, Algorithm 1 cannot rigorously be used as it stands. We apply
instead a naive “one-versus-all” extension consisting in running in parallel m = 10 times
Algorithm 1 by considering, for each class Cj of Task i, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, a binary setting where
the fictitious “Class C˜1” coincides with Cj and the second fictitious “Class C˜2” is the union
of all Cj′ for j
′ 6= j. Following up on Remark 5, each classifier ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} can be set
in such a way that E[gbini (x; ℓ)] = 0 when x ∈ Cℓ. For a new datum x, of all m classifiers
gbini (x; 1), . . . , g
bin
i (x;m), the one reaching the greatest score is the selected allocation class
for x.
Table 1 demonstrates that our proposed improved MTL-LSSVM, despite its simplicity
and unlike the competing methods used for comparison, has stable performances and is
extremely competitive. It either outperforms all other methods or is second-to-best. But,
most importantly, the method comes along with performance predictions and guarantees,
which none of the competing works are able to provide.3
These preliminary results are already very conclusive and reveal the strength of our
proposed methodology. Yet, the assumptions in place so far are restricted to random con-
centrated data with identity covariance and to a binary classification setting (which, as
already observed, needs be adapted to account for more than two classes per task). The
next sections elaborate on the more generic setting of m ≥ 2 classes per task with more real-
istic data models. The theoretical results no longer reduce to compact expressions as in the
previous sections but are easily understood having already delineated the main take-away
messages and ideas.
3. In the present context of the naive “one-versus-all”, this claim should be taken with care: the performance
can indeed be predicted provided the binary class model N(µi1, Ip) versus N(µi2, Ip) correctly matches
the actual data distribution; this is likely not the case here as the collected fictitious “C˜2” is rather a
mixture of Gaussian rather than a unique Gaussian. In Section 5.2, a more elaborate, and theoretically
better supported, version of the one-versus-all approach will be discussed.
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Table 1: Classification accuracy over Office+Caltech256 database. c(Caltech), w(Webcam),
a(Amazon), d(dslr), for different “Source to target” task pairs (S → T ) based on
VGG features. Best score in boldface, second-to-best in italic.
S/T c→
w
w→
c
c→
a
a→
c
w→
a
a→
d
d→
a
w→
d
c→
d
d→
c
a→
w
d→
w
Mean
score
LSSVM 96.69 89.90 92.90 90.00 93.80 78.70 93.50 95.00 85.00 90.20 94.70 100 91.70
MMDT 93.90 87.05 90.83 84.40 94.17 86.25 94.58 97.50 86.25 87.23 92.05 97.35 90.96
ILS 77.89 73.55 86.85 76.22 86.22 71.34 74.53 82.80 68.15 63.49 78.98 92.88 77.74
CDLS 97.60 88.30 93.54 88.30 93.54 92.50 93.54 93.75 93.75 88.30 97.35 96.70 93.10
Ours 98.68 89.90 94.40 90.60 94.40 93.80 94.20 100 92.50 89.90 98.70 99.30 94.70
4. The General Framework
The results from the previous section are extended here to the more realistic setting where
the data arise from a mixture ofm ≥ 2 concentrated random vectors with generic covariance
Σij. New insights, and most importantly, more general and application-driven algorithms
will be introduced. In addition, the results are presented here with a sketched development
of their main technical arguments, the full proofs being deferred to the appendix.
4.1 Main ideas
Taking for the moment for granted the Gaussian limit for gi(x) ∈ Rm as p, n → ∞ (for
1 ≤ i ≤ k), the main technical task to obtain our main result (Theorem 8, which generalizes
the already introduced Theorem 4) is to evaluate the large dimensional behaviormij and Cij
of the statistical mean E[gi(x)] = mij + o(1) and covariance matrix Cov[gi(x)] = Cij + o(1)
of the classification score gi(x) in (2) for data vectors x in class Cj (i.e., such that E[x] = µij
and Cov[x] = Σij), respectively given by:
mij = E
[
1
kp
(Y − Pb)TZTA 12 Q˜A 12
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ µij
)
+ bi
]
+ o(1) (10)
Cij = E
[
1
(kp)2
(Y − Pb)TZTA 12 Q˜A 12SijA 12 Q˜A 12Z(Y − Pb)
]
+ o(1) (11)
with Sij = e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗Σij and Q˜ =
(
A
1
2 ZZTA
1
2
kp + Ikp
)−1
.
Our technical approach to evaluate these terms, in the large dimensional regime of
Assumption 2 and for data distributed as per Assumption 1, consists in determining de-
terministic equivalents, a classical object in random matrix theory (Couillet and Debbah,
2011, Chapter 6), for the matrices Q˜, Q˜A
1
2Z, ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z which are at the core
of the formulation of mij and Cij . Specifically, a deterministic equivalent, say F¯ ∈ Rn×p,
of a given random matrix F ∈ Rn×p is a deterministic matrix such that, for any determin-
istic linear functional f : Rn×p → R of bounded norm, f(F − F¯ ) → 0 almost surely – in
particular, for u, v of unit norm, uT(F − F¯ )v a.s.−→ 0 and, for A ∈ Rp×n deterministic of
bounded operator norm, 1ntrA(F − F¯ )
a.s.−→ 0. We will denote for short F ↔ F¯ to indicate
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that F¯ is a deterministic equivalent for F . Deterministic equivalents are thus particularly
suitable to handle bilinear forms involving the random matrix F , so in particular the statis-
tics (10) and (11) of gi(x), seen as bilinear forms involving the random matrices Q˜A
1
2Z and
ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z.
Lemma 14, deferred to Section A.2 of the appendix (as the result in itself does not bring
any deep insight worth discussing here), provides the necessary deterministic equivalents for
these matrices. It is interesting to point out though that, from a technical standpoint, the
block structure followed by the core data matrix Z introduced in Proposition 2 makes the
large dimensional random matrix analysis more challenging and the result less straightfor-
ward than in similar previous works (Mai and Liao, 2019; Liao and Couillet, 2019). Even
in the simplest setting where the x
(j)
il would be vectors of i.i.d. N(0, 1) entries, the matrix
Z is not a matrix of i.i.d. entries (due to precisely located blocks of zeros) and the singular
values of Z do not asymptotically follow the popular Marc˘enko-Pastur distribution from
(Marcˇenko and Pastur, 1967), as would be the case in works dealing with single-task learn-
ing (single-task LSSVM (Liao and Couillet, 2019), semi-supervised learning (Mai and Liao,
2019), neural networks (Louart et al., 2018), etc.).
The main information to be extracted from Lemma 14 (again, see its complete form in
the appendix) is the central role played by the deterministic matrices
M =
(
e
[k]
1 ⊗ [µ11, . . . , µ1m], . . . , e[k]k ⊗ [µk1, . . . , µkm]
)
Cij = A
1
2
(
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗ (Σij + µijµTij)
)
A
1
2
which generalize the matrices M and A discussed at length in Section 3 when Σij =
Ip. While gaining in genericity, unlike M, the matrices M and Cij preserve their large
dimensions: this is the main price paid by the generalization to Σij 6= Ip. Yet, the central
small dimensional matrix Γ defined in (5) remains small and now becomes
Γ =
(
Imk + M
T ¯˜Q0M
)−1
¯˜Q0 =

 k∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
(Dγ + λ1k1k)
1
2 e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
(Dγ + λ1k1k)
1
2 ⊗ δ[mk]ij Σij + Ikp

−1
M = A
1
2MD
1
2
δ[mk]
and the mk scalars δ
[mk]
ij are the unique positive solutions of the fixed point equations
δ
[mk]
ij =
cij
c0
(
1 + 1kptr(Cij
¯˜Q)
)
¯˜Q =

 k∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
δ
[mk]
ij Cij + Ikp

−1 .
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Here, ¯˜Q is a deterministic equivalent of Q˜. Finally, the matrix K appearing in the variance
term of Theorem 4 now becomes
K = c0T¯ (Dc − c0T)−1
T¯ij,i′j′ =
δ
[mk]
ij δ
[mk]
i′j′
kp
tr
(
Ci′j′
¯˜QA
1
2SijA
1
2
¯˜Q
)
Tij,i′j′ =
δ
[mk]
ij δ
[mk]
i′j′
kp
tr(Cij
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q)
where T¯ij,i′j′ is the element at row m(i−1)+ j and column m(i′−1)+ j′ of T¯ (and similarly
for T) and κij,. ∈ Rmk represents the m(i− 1) + j row of matrix κ ∈ Rmk×mk.
With these technical elements at hand, we are in position to enunciate the main result
of the article.
4.2 Classification score asymptotics
Theorem 8 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for a test data x with E[x] = µij and Cov[x] =
Σij, as p, n→∞,
gi(x)−Gij → 0, Gij ∼N(mij , Cij)
in law where, letting m = [m11, . . . ,mkm]
T ∈ Rkm×m and the normalized forms Y ≡
D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y, Y˚ = D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚, m = D
1
2
δ[mk]
m,
m = Y − ΓY˚ ∈ Rm
Cij = Y˚
T
ΓVijΓY˚ ∈ Rm×m
with
Vij = Dκij,. + M
T ¯˜Q0Vij
¯˜Q0M
Vij = A
1
2SijA
1
2 +
k∑
i′=1
m∑
j′=1
δ
[mk]
i′j′ κij,i′j′A
1
2Si′j′A
1
2
κij,i′j′ =
Kij,i′j′
δ
[mk]
ij
.
Proof See Section A.3 of the appendix.
In the particular case of Σij = Ip and m = 2, Theorem 8 reduces to Theorem 4 (see
details in Section A.3 of the appendix) by remarking that MT ¯˜Q0M =
(
A ⊗ 1k1Tk
) ⊙ M
and MT ¯˜Q0Vij
¯˜Q0M =
(
AD
κi+e
[k]
i
A ⊗ 1k1Tk
)
⊙M which, as already pointed out, have the
advantage to be defined as the product of exclusively small dimensional matrices. Still,
although more technical, Theorem 8 follows the same structure as Theorem 4.
Before concretely applying the result of Theorem 8 to practical learning problems (multi-
task, transfer learning, hypothesis testing), a few comments and immediate corollaries are
in order.
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Remark 9 (Optimization of ybin for m = 2 and generic Σij) As suggested in Section 3,
for binary classification (m = 2), it is particularly convenient to recast the score vectors
y
(j)
il ∈ Rm into scalar scores ybin(j)il ∈ R (this being irrespective of the nature of Σij). In-
spired by Section 3, one can trivially extend Theorem 8 to this binary setting. In this case,
gi(x) ∈ Rm is now turned into a scalar gbini (x) ∈ R well approximated by N(mij , Cij) where
now mij and Cij are scalar, obtained by simply replacing y
(j)
il ∈ Rm by ybin(j)il ∈ R in their
respective expressions.
With these notations, setting the decision threshold of gbini (x) to ζ ∈ R and assuming
equal prior probability for the genuine class of x, the classification error rate for a target
task i is
E =
1
2
Q
(
ζ −mi1√
Ci1
)
+
1
2
Q
(
ζ −mi2√
Ci2
)
.
As in Section 3, if Σi1 = Σi2, then Ci1 = Ci2 ≡ Ci and the decision threshold ζ minimizing
the classification error is
ζ⋆ =
mi1 +mi2
2
from which the optimal vector ybin for Task i is computed as
ybin
⋆
= argmax
ybin∈R2k
(mi1 −mi2)2
Ci
= D
− 1
2
δ[2k]
Γ−1V−1ij M
T ¯˜Q0MD
− 1
2
δ[2k]
(e
[2k]
i1 − e[2k]i2 ). (12)
It is important to recall here that, while ybin
⋆
expresses here solely as a function of terms
involving the index i, all other statistics of the tasks i′ 6= i are in fact “embedded” inside
these terms and are thus, of course, accounted for in the optimization.
When Ci1 6= Ci2 (which is the case in general), one may minimize E by resorting to
numerical optimization techniques. We suggest to use a gradient descent method initialized
to the expression obtained in (12). So long that Σi1 and Σi2 are not drastically different,
this approach shows good performances (see our results in Section 6).
This said, the specific setting of binary classification may in practice be one of hypotheses
testing. Under this scenario, one may not demand that the average error E be minimized
(i.e., that data from either class is equally well identified) but rather that the probability
of misclassification of a given class (say, a Type-I error) be bounded to some η > 0 while
minimizing the error rate for the other class (Type-II error). In this context, if, say, one
fixes Q( ζ−mi1√
Ci1
) ≡ η, then the classification error for the second class Q( ζ−mi2√
Ci2
) is minimized
by now choosing
ybin
⋆
= argmax
ybin∈R2k
(
√
Ci1Q
−1(η) +mi1 −mi2)2
Ci2
where Q−1 is the inverse function of the Q function. This again can be solved using numerical
convex optimization initialized at the value of (12). More details on this hypotheses testing
setting, along with concrete experiments, are developed in Section 6.
Remark 10 (Estimation of mij and Cij) In order to anticipate the performances and
best set the decision thresholds for classification, one needs to access all quantities arising in
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Theorem 8. Yet, as opposed to Remark 7, where the low dimensional quantities of interest
(mainly the inner products between statistical means) are easily estimated, the low dimen-
sional quantities involved in Theorem 8 are less convenient to estimate, this being due to the
presence of the a priori unknown covariance matrices Σij. We propose here two strategies:
1. either make the assumption that Σij ≃ αijIp with αij estimated by 1pnij trX˚
(j)
i X˚
(j)T
i ;
then normalize the data as X˚
(j)
i ← X˚(j)i / 1pnij trX˚
(j)
i X˚
(j)T
i in the spirit of Algorithm 1.
This places the experimenter under an isotropic data setting for all classes and tasks,
from which the considerations of Section 3 (possibly generalized to m > 2) apply.
2. either estimate Σij by means of the sample covariance matrix
1
nij
X˚
(j)
i X˚
(j)T
i ; this pro-
cedure is known to be biased, particularly so if nij is not large compared to p; yet,
as demonstrated in our experiments in Section 6, this only marginally (if not at all)
alters the performance of our proposed algorithms.4
The choice of strategy mainly depends on the belief from the experimenter that the genuine
covariance matrices are “well-conditioned” (i.e., their eigenvalues do not spread much) in
which case Option 1 would be favored or “ill-conditioned” (typically when the space spanned
by the data is much lower than p) in which case Option 2 would be more appropriate.
Remark 11 (On universality) As pointed out in the introduction, the input data X fol-
lows a very generic concentrated random vector assumption (Assumption 1). This choice
provides both a technical, but most importantly, a fundamentally practical, advantage:
1. from a technical standpoint, the concentration of measure phenomenon provides effi-
cient and fast mathematical tools (Louart and Couillet, 2018; Ledoux, 2001) to analyze
the random quantities appearing in the classification test scores gi(x) of MTL-LSSVM
(which, in essence, is a mere functional Rp×n → R of the random input data X). More
specifically, alternative random matrix tools based on Gaussian (Pastur and Shcherbina,
2011) or independent entries assumptions (Bai and Silverstein, 2009) of X would both
be less general (at least for our machine learning purpose) and more computationally
intense;
2. on the practical side, as underlined in Section 2.2, the concentrated random vector
assumption better models realistic datasets by imposing very little structure on the
data. Exactly, it only constrains all Lipschitz functionals Rp×n → R of X (i.e.,
its typical observations) to satisfy a concentration inequality; while this may seem
demanding, the family of concentrated random vectors in fact contains all Lipschitz
generative models (for instance neural networks) fed by Gaussian inputs (such as
GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014)), as well as all further Lipschitz transformations of
these vectors (for instance, features extracted by pretrained neural networks). As such,
provided that the assumption of a common statistical mean and covariance per class
4. It must be pointed out that similar random matrix-based studies propose consistent estimates for low
dimensional quantities such as those met in Theorem 8; however, these would assume cumbersome forms
which, we believe, go against our present request for simple, intuitive but well parameterized algorithms
for multi-task and transfer learning.
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and per task is reasonable, Theorem 8 ensures for instance that the performance of
MTL-LSSVM applied to classes of the popular VGG or ResNet representations of
GAN images is predictable. From this remark, it naturally comes that the proposed
method is universal in the sense of its being robust to a broad range of very realistic
random data, and it is not daring to claim that it is equally valid on genuinely real
data. This is confirmed by our numerical results of Section 6.
With these elements in place, we are in position to apply our findings to a host of
applications in statistical learning and to test the resulting algorithms against state-of-the-
art alternatives.
5. Applications
This section provides various applications and optimizations of the proposed MTL-LSSVM
framework based on the findings of the previous sections in the context of multi-class clas-
sification.
Having access to the large dimensional behavior of the classification test score in Theo-
rem 8 (i.e., for m ≥ 2 classes per task) is more fundamental than one may think. It indeed
allows for a fine-tuning of the hyperparameters to be set to extend the usually considered
binary MTL framework of (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004; Xu et al., 2013) to a multiclass-per-
task MTL.
5.1 Multi-class classification preliminary
The literature (Bishop, 2006; Rocha and Goldenstein, 2013) describes broad groups of ap-
proaches for dealing with m > 2 classes. We focus here on the most common methods,
namely one-versus-all, one-versus-one, and one hot encoding. Being so far theoretically in-
tractable (before the results of this article), these methods inherently suffer from sometimes
severe limitations; these are partly tackled by adapting the theoretical results discussed in
Section 4:
1. one-versus-all: in this method, focusing on Task i, m individual binary classifiers
gbini (ℓ) for ℓ = 1, . . . ,m are trained, each of them separating Class Cℓ from the other
m − 1 classes Cℓ′ , ℓ′ 6= ℓ. Each test sample is then allocated to the class with the
highest score among the m classifiers. Although quite used in practice, the approach
first suffers a severe data unbalancing effect when using binary (±1) labels as the
set of negative labels in each binary classification is on average m − 1 times larger
than the set of positive labels, and also suffers a centering-scale issue when ultimately
comparing the outputs of the m decision functions gbini (x; ℓ), ℓ = 1, . . . ,m, whose
average locations and ranges may greatly differ; these issues lead to undesirable effects,
as reported in (Bishop, 2006, section 7.1.3)).
In Section 5.2, these problems are simultaneously addressed: specifically, having access
to the theoretical statistics of the classification scores allows us to appropriately center
and scale the scores. Moreover, each binary classifier is optimized by appropriately
choosing the class labels (no longer binary) so to minimize the resulting classification
error (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the improvement induced by the proposed
approach).
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2. one-versus-one: here, 12m(m − 1) binary classifiers are trained (one for each pair
j, j′ of classes, solving a binary classification). For each test sample, each binary
classifier decides on – or “votes” for – the more relevant class. The test sample is
then attributed to the class having the majority of votes. Although the number of
binary classifiers is greater than in the one-versus-all approach, the training process
for each classifier is faster since the training database is much smaller for each binary
classifier. Besides, the method is more robust to class imbalances (since only pairwise
comparisons are made) but suffers from an undecidability limitation in the case of
equal numbers of majority votes for two or more classes.
In Section 5.3, each binary classifier will be optimized according to Algorithm 1 by
choosing appropriate labels and appropriate decision thresholds, thereby largely im-
proving over the basal classifier performance.
3. one-hot encoding approach, also known as one-per-class coding: in this approach,
each class is encoded using the m-dimensional canonical vector of the class (the code
vector for class j has a 1 at position j and 0’s elsewhere). When testing an unknown
sample x, the index of the encoding output vector gi(x) ∈ Rm with maximum value
is selected as the class of x.
Exploiting the asymptotic performance of this approach from Theorem 8 allows us to
derive a different label (or score) encoding for each class which theoretically minimizes
the classification error. This is developed in detail in Section 5.4.
In the remainder of the section, each of the three classifiers is studied, optimized and
their asymptotic performances are analyzed according to our previous results except for one-
versus-one classification which involves difficult combinatorial aspects. While this does not
provide a definite and general answer as to which of the three classifiers is best, it however
provides an accurate assessment of their asymptotic performances; most importantly, these
performances may be evaluated before running the classifier, thereby helping practitioners
to anticipate and optimize the method best suited for the application at hand, without
resorting to any cross-validation procedure.
Let us finally insist that, for the two multi-class extensions based on binary classifiers
(one-versus-one, one-versus-all), each binary classifier will be optimized independently fol-
lowing Remark 9: i.e., by recasting the score vectors y
(j)
il ∈ Rm into scalar scores ybin(j)il ∈ R.
As such, from now on, for each binary classifier ℓ, gi(x; ℓ) ∈ Rm will be systematically
turned into a scalar gbini (x, ℓ) ∈ R well approximated by N(mij , Cij) where now mij and
Cij are scalar, obtained by simply replacing y
(j)
il (ℓ) ∈ Rm by ybin(j)il (ℓ) ∈ R in their respective
expressions.
5.2 One-versus-all multi-class classification
For every Task i, the one-versus-all approach solves m binary MTL-LSSVM algorithms
with target class Cℓ, for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, versus all other classes Cℓ′ , ℓ′ 6= ℓ. Calling
gbini (x; ℓ) the output of the classifier ℓ for a new datum x, the class allocation decision is
traditionally based on the largest among all scores gbini (x; 1), . . . , g
bin
i (x;m). This approach
generalizes the naive, yet simpler, method proposed in Algorithm 1 which, despite its good
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performances (recall Table 1), is fundamentally “incorrect” in its assuming that, for each ℓ,
all classes Cℓ′ (ℓ
′ 6= ℓ) have the same statistics.
However, this presumes that the distribution of the scores gbini (x; 1) when x ∈ C1,
gbini (x; 2) when x ∈ C2, etc., have more or less the same mean and variance. This is not
the case in general, as depicted in the first column of Figure 1, where data from class C1
are more likely to be allocated to class C3 (compare the red curves).
By providing an accurate estimate of the distribution of the scores gbini (x; ℓ) for all ℓ
and all genuine classes of x, Theorem 8 allows us to predict the various positions of the
Gaussian curves in Figure 1. In particular, exploiting the theorem along with Remark 5, it is
possible, for binary classifier ℓ to shift the corresponding input scores ybin(ℓ) by a constant
term y¯(ℓ) ∈ R in such a way that Ex∈Cℓ [gbini (x; ℓ)] ≃ miℓ(ℓ) = 0 and Varx∈Cℓ [gbini (x; ℓ)] ≃
Ciℓ(ℓ) = 1. This operation prevents the centering and scale problems depicted in the first
column of Figure 1, the result being visible in the second column of Figure 1.
This first improvement step simplifies the algorithm which still boils down to determining
the largest gbini (x; ℓ), ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, output but now limiting the risks induced by the
inherent centering and scale issues previously discussed.
This being said, our theoretical analysis further allows to adapt the input scores ybin(ℓ)
in such a way to optimize the expected output. Ideally, assuming x genuinely belongs to
class ℓ, one may aim at increasing the distance between the output score gbini (x; ℓ) and
the other output scores gbini (x; ℓ
′) for ℓ′ 6= ℓ. This however demands to simultaneously
adapt all input scores ybin(1), . . . ,ybin(m). Instead, we resort to maximizing the distance
between the output score gbini (x; ℓ) for x ∈ Cℓ and the scores gbini (x; ℓ) for x 6∈ Cℓ. By
“mechanically” pushing away all wrong decisions, this ensures that, when x ∈ Cℓ, gbini (x; ℓ)
is greater than gbini (x; ℓ
′) for ℓ′ 6= ℓ. This is visually seen in the third column of Figure 1,
where the distances between the rightmost Gaussians and the other two is increased when
compared to the second column, and we retrieve the desired behavior.
Specifically, our proposed score optimization consists in solving, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} the optimization problems:
ybin
⋆
(ℓ) = argmin
ybin(ℓ)∈Rkm
max
j 6=ℓ
Q
(
miℓ(ℓ)−mij(ℓ)√
Ctj
)
= argmin
ybin(ℓ)∈Rkm
max
j 6=ℓ
Q


ybin(ℓ)T
(
Imk −D−
1
2
δ[mk]
ΓD
1
2
δ[mk]
)
(e
[mk]
m(i−1)+ℓ − e
[mk]
m(i−1)+j)√
ybin(ℓ)TD
1
2
δ[mk]
ΓVijΓD
1
2
δ[mk]
ybin(ℓ)


(13)
with Q the Gaussian q-function.
Being a non-convex and non-differentiable (due to the max) optimization, Equation 13
cannot be solved straightforwardly. An approximated solution consists in relaxing the
max operator max(x1, . . . , xn) into the differentiable operator
1
γn log(
∑n
j=1 exp(γxj)) for
some γ > 0, and use a standard gradient descent optimization scheme here initialized at
ybin(ℓ) ∈ Rmk filled with 1’s at every m(i′ − 1) + ℓ, for i′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and with −1’s
everywhere else.
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In effect, the optimized vector ybin
⋆
(ℓ) is evaluated first before the constant shift scalar y¯
(ensuring that Ex∈Cℓ [g
bin
i (x; ℓ)] is close to zero) is added to y
bin⋆(ℓ). This order of treatment
is mandatory as Ex∈Cℓ [g
bin
i (x; ℓ)] depends explicitly on the value of the input score vector
ybin. This global procedure is described in Algorithm 2 below.
Algorithm 2 Proposed one-versus-all multi-task learning algorithm.
Input: Training samples X = [X1, . . . ,Xk] with Xi = [X
(1)
i , . . . ,X
(m)
i ], X
(j)
i ∈ Rp×nij
and test data x.
Output: Estimated class ℓˆ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of x for Task i.
for ℓ = 1 to m do
Center and normalize data per task: for all i′ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
• X˚i′ ← Xi′
(
Ini′ − 1ni′ 1ni′1
T
ni′
)
• X˚i′ ← X˚i′/ 1ni′ptr(X˚i′X˚
T
i′ ).
Estimate: MT ¯˜Q0M and Viℓ according to Remark 10.
Create scores ybin
⋆
(ℓ) by numerically solving (13) (see discussion following (13)).
Shift scores ybin
⋆
(ℓ) according to Remark 5.
Estimate Ciℓ(ℓ) from Theorem 8 and Remark 10.
Compute classification scores gbini (x; ℓ) according to (2).
end for
Output: ℓˆ = argmaxℓ∈{1,...,m}
{
gbini (x;ℓ)√
Ciℓ(ℓ)
}
.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 8, for large dimensional data, the classification
accuracy of Algorithm 2 can be precisely estimated, as follows.
Proposition 12 Under the notations of Theorem 8, the probability of correct classification
P
(j)
i (x) for Task i of a test data x ∈ Cj is given by
P
(j)
i (x) =
∫
· · ·
∫ ∞
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
1√
(2π)m−1|C(j)| exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ(j))TC(j)−1(x− µ(j))
)
dx+ o(1)
where µ(j) = Y−j(Imk −D−
1
2
δ
ΓD
1
2
δ
)e
[mk]
m(i−1)+j ∈ Rm−1 and C(j) = Y−jD
1
2
δ
ΓVijΓD
1
2
δ
YT−j ∈
R(m−1)×(m−1), with Y−j = {ybin(j)T − ybin(j′)T}j′ 6=j ∈ R(m−1)×km.
Figure 1, succinctly introduced above, illustrates the successive improvements of the pro-
posed algorithms. Specifically, it shows the gains of the centering-scaling operation on the
input and output scores (2nd column) and of the optimization of the input scores (3rd col-
umn) when compared with the standard approach (1st column). Here synthetic data arising
from a Gaussian mixture model are considered in a two-task (k = 2) and three-class (m = 3)
setting in which x
(j)
1l ∼ N(µ1j , Ip) and x(j)2l ∼ N(µ2j , Ip), where µ2j = βµ1j +
√
1− β2µ⊥1j ,
with µ1j = 2e
[p]
j and µ
⊥
1j = e
[p]
p−j. Here p = 200, β = 0.2, [n11, n12, n13, n21, n22, n23] =
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Figure 1: Test score distribution in a 2-task and 3 classes-per-task setting, using a one-
versus-all multi-class classification. Every graph in row ℓ depicts the limiting
distributions of gi(x; ℓ) for x in different classes. Column 1 (Classical) is the stan-
dard implementation of the one-versus-all approach. Column 2 (Scaled scores)
is the output for centered and scaled gi(x; ℓ) for x ∈ Cℓ. Column 3 (Optimized
labels) is the same as Column 2 but with optimized input scores (labels) ybin
⋆
(ℓ).
Under “classical” approach, data from C1 (red curves) will often be misclassified
as C2. With “optimized labels”, the discrimination of scores for x in either class
C2 or C3 is improved (blue curve in 2nd row further away from blue curve in 1st
row; and similarly for green curve in 3rd versus 1st row).
[393, 309, 394, 20, 180, 480] and the optimization framework used for input score (label) ybin
optimization is a standard interior point method (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004).5
5.3 One-versus-one multi-class classification
For a given Task i, the one-versus-one multi-class method trains 12m(m−1) binary classifiers
for each pair j 6= j′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. As intensively discussed in the previous section, as well
5. Here we use the fmincon function implemented in Matlab.
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as in Section 3 and Remark 9, each resulting binary classifier gbini (x; j, j
′) can be optimized
by choosing optimal input labels ybin(j, j′). This leads to Algorithm 3 described below.
Algorithm 3 Proposed one-versus-one multi-task learning algorithm.
Input: Training samples X = [X1, . . . ,Xk] with Xi = [X
(1)
i , . . . ,X
(m)
i ], X
(j)
i ∈ Rp×nij
and test data x.
Output: Estimated class ℓˆ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of x for Task i.
Center and normalize data per task: for all i′ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
• X˚i′ ← Xi′
(
Ini′ − 1ni′ 1ni′1
T
ni′
)
• X˚i′ ← X˚i′/ 1ni′ptr(X˚i′X˚
T
i′ ).
for j = 1 to m do
for j′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} \ {j′} do
Estimate: MT ¯˜Q0M and Vij according to Remark 10.
Create optimal scores ybin⋆(j′, j) according to Remark 9.
Compute classification scores according to (2) and deduce the predicted class
c(j, j′) = j or c(j, j′) = j′ based on the decision rule in (6).
end for
end for
Output: jˆ = mode
j′,j∈{1,...,m}
{c(j, j′)}.6
In order to derive the asymptotic correct classification of class ℓ based on Algorithm 3, it
is necessary to enumerate all scenarios which lead to the prediction of the class ℓ. Although
this could be done in theory, the combinatorics, already for three classes, are cumbersome
and not worth developing here. For the specific one-versus-one setting, we therefore do not
provide a theoretical performance analysis.
5.4 One-hot encoding approach
For a given Task i in a one-hot encoding approach, using the canonical vector encoding
for each class (i.e., Yij = e
[m]
j encodes all training input data x
(j)
il of class Cj), the class
allocated to an unknown test sample x is the index of the output vector gi(x) ∈ Rm with
maximum value.
We disrupt here from this approach by explicitly not imposing a one-hot encoding for
Yij . Instead we consider a generic encoding Y ∈ Rkm×m, which will be optimized in such
a way to maximize the classification accuracy.
6. The mode of a set of indices is defined as the most frequent value. When multiple indices occur equally
frequently, the smallest of those indices is considered by convention.
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Proposition 13 Under a “one-hot encoding” scheme with generic Y, the probability of
correct classification P
(j)
i (x) for Task i of a test data x ∈ Cj is given by
P
(j)
i (x) =
∫
· · ·
∫ ∞
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
1√
(2π)m−1|C(j)| exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ(j))TC(j)−1(x− µ(j))
)
dx,
where µ(j) =EjY
T
(
Imk −D
1
2
δ
ΓD
1
2
δ
)
e
[km]
(m(i−1)+j) ∈ Rm−1 and C(j) =EjYTD
1
2
δ
ΓVijΓD
1
2
δ
YETj ∈
R(m−1)×(m−1) with Ej = {(e(m)j − e(m)j′ )T}j 6=j′ ∈ R(m−1)×m.
A natural objective is to set Y so to maximize the average correct classification accuracy
1
m
∑m
j=1 P
(j)
i (x) (under assumed uniform prior on x). This form again is not convex in Y
but may be approximated by gradient descent starting from the one-hot encoding solution,
as described in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Proposed “one-hot encoding” multi-task learning algorithm.
Input: Training samples X = [X1, . . . ,Xk] with Xi = [X
(1)
i , . . . ,X
(m)
i ], X
j
i ∈ Rp×nij and
test data x.
Output: Estimated class ℓˆ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of x for target Task i.
Center and normalize data per task: for all i′ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
• X˚i′ ← Xi′
(
Ini′ − 1ni′ 1ni′1
T
ni′
)
• X˚i′ ← X˚i′/ 1ni′ptr(X˚i′X˚
T
i′ ).
Estimate Matrix MTQ˜0M and Vij according to Remark 10.
Compute the theoretical score µ(j) and covariance C(j) and derive the asymptotic
classification accuracy Pi(x) =
1
m
m∑
j=1
P
(j)
i (x).
Create optimal scores Y⋆ = argmaxY Pi(x).
Compute classification scores gi(x) according to (2).
Output: ℓˆ = argmaxℓ∈{1,...,m} gi(x; ℓ).
6. Experiments
This section has a double objective. The first part (Section 6.1) devises numerical experi-
ments on binary classification settings to corroborate the theoretical analyses and conclu-
sions drawn in this previous section. Here, the target is threefold: (i) empirically illustrate
the effects of the bias in the threshold decision and in the label optimization scheme dis-
cussed in Section 3, (ii) discuss the impact of numerous tasks (k > 2) in the binary class
setting, thereby emphasizing the effects of negative transfer and its correction through input
score (label) optimization, and (iii) exemplify the relevance of our theoretical findings to a
specific application to hypothesis testing in a multi-task setting.
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In a second part (Section 6.2), experiments on both synthetic and real data for multi-
class classification are realized, which demonstrate, even for real data: (i) the extreme
accuracy of the theoretical performance predictions of Propositions 12–13 against empirical
data and (ii) the large performance gains induced by the various improvements introduced
at length in Section 5.
6.1 Experiments on binary classification
6.1.1 Effect of input score (label) choice
In the present experiment, the effects of the bias in the decision threshold (in general not
centered on zero) and of the input score (label) optimization are demonstrated on both
synthetic data and real data.
Specifically, MTL-LSSVM is first applied to the following two-task (k = 2) and two-
class (m = 2) setting: for Task 1, x
(j)
1l ∼N((−1)jµ1, Ip) (evenly distributed in both classes)
and for Task 2, x
(j)
2l ∼ N((−1)jµ2, Ip) (evenly distributed in both classes), where µ2 =
βµ1 +
√
1− β2µ⊥1 and µ⊥1 is any vector orthogonal to µ1 and β ∈ [0, 1]. This setting
allows us to tune, through β, the similarity between tasks. For four different values of β,
Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the binary output scores gbini (x) both for the classical
MTL-LSSVM (top displays) and for our proposed random matrix improved scheme, with
optimized input labels (bottom display).
As a first remark, note that both theoretical prediction and empirical outputs closely
fit for all values of β, thereby corroborating our theoretical findings. In practical terms, the
figure supports (i) the importance to estimate the threshold decision which is non-trivial
(not always close to zero) and (ii) the relevance of an appropriate choice of the input labels
to improve the discrimination performance between both classes, especially when the two
tasks are not quite related. In effect, the entries of ybin
⋆
naturally drop to zero for all
unrelated tasks and classes, thereby discarding the undesired use of the latter; the classical
binary input labels instead inappropriately exploit these data and induce a negative learning
effect, sometimes to such an extent to completely switch the final decision (as here when
β = −1).
For experiments on real data, the MNIST datasets (Deng, 2012) is considered. Specifi-
cally, the setting is that of a binary classification for two tasks, mimicking a transfer learning
setting: there, the “target” Task 2 aims to discriminate Class C1 and Class C2 respectively
composed of images of digit 1 and digit 4. The “source” Task 1 is here used as a support
for classification in the target task, and consists of the classification of other pairs of dig-
its: either (5, 9), (9, 5), (6, 2) or (8, 3) (we recall that the order of the set of digits (X,Y )
is important for the non-optimized MTL-LSSVM since source and target tasks labels are
“paired”; thus (5, 9) or (9, 5) digits for the source task will bring different results). We
compare here again the non-optimized MTL-LSSVM with labels ybin = [−1, 1,−1, 1]T to
our proposed optimized scheme (as detailed in Remark 9). For both methods, the optimal
theoretical threshold decision ζ is used (rather than ζ = 0 for the non-optimized setup) in
order to emphasize the influence of input score (label) optimization.
Figure 3 depicts the performance for both methods as a function of the hyperparameter
λ. We recall that, as λ → 0, the multi-task scheme becomes equivalent to independent
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Figure 2: Score distribution for new datum x of Class C1 (red) and Class C2 (blue) for
Task 2 in a 2-task (k = 2) and 2 class-per-task (m = 2) setting of isotropic
Gaussian mixtures for: (top) classical MTL-LSSVM with no optimization and
a threshold assumed at ζ = 0; (bottom) proposed optimized MTL-LSSVM
with estimated threshold ζ; decision threholds ζ represented in dashed vertical
lines; differently related tasks (β = 0 for orthogonal means, β > 0 for posi-
tively correlated means and β < 0 for negatively correlated means), p = 100,
[c11, c12, c21, c22] = [0.3, 0.4, 0.1, 0.2], γ = 12, λ = 10. Histograms drawn from
1000 test samples of each class. The figure clearly depicts the deviation from 0
of the decision threshold in unbalanced classes and the deleterious effect of “neg-
ative transfer” when β is small; these problems are well handled by the proposed
optimized scheme.
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Figure 3: Classification error of digit pair (1, 4) with different source training pairs for
classical LSSVM and optimized LSSVM. n11 = n12 = 100, n21 = n22 = 10 and
γ = 12. A PCA preprocessing is performed on each image to extract their p = 100
principal components; the accuracy is performed over ntest = 1135 test samples.
The proposed method shows a low sensitivity to λ.
single-task classifiers, while as λ→∞, both source and target tasks are considered together
as one task. Figure 3 raises the stability of optimal input labelling with respect to λ: this
is explained by the fact that ybin
⋆
is a function of λ and thus adapts to each value of λ,
even if suboptimal. Besides, for appropriate values of λ, the proposed improved labelling
can largely outperform the non-optimized setting, even here on real data.
Table 2 complements the figure by effectively displaying the optimal vectors ybin
⋆
at the
optimal value for λ. The table demonstrates the appropriate adjustment of the labels to
the data correlation
∆µT1∆µ2
‖∆µ2‖2 . Specifically, for a negative correlation between the classes of
both tasks, the method naturally “switches” the labels (the input data scores) by opposing
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[Source] (9,5) (5,9) (6,2) (8,3)
∆µT1∆µ2
‖∆µ2‖2 -0.2450 0.2450 -0.1670 -0.0818
ybin
⋆
=


ybin11
⋆
ybin12
⋆
ybin21
⋆
ybin22
⋆




−0.2808
0.2808
0.6489
−0.6489




0.2808
−0.2808
0.6489
−0.6489




−0.2879
0.2879
0.6459
−0.6459




−0.0400
0.0400
0.7060
−0.7060


Table 2: Optimal input label ybin
⋆
as a function of the source data pair in the (λ-optimal)
configuration of Figure 3.
the signs of ybin
⋆
in entries 1, 3 (Class C1 in each task) and 2, 4 (Class C2 in each task).
For rather orthogonal tasks (here typically (8, 3)), the entries of ybin
⋆
corresponding to
the source task (entries 1 and 2) are almost zero, thereby discarding the source data and
avoiding negative transfer. It is also interesting to note that, for moderately correlated
tasks (here for the source digits (5, 9)), despite the fact that the source task offers ten times
more data (n1j = 100, n2j = 10) and is thus deemed trustworthy for classification, the
corresponding entries 1 and 2 in ybin
⋆
are much smaller than the entries 3, 4 corresponding
to the target task: the algorithm thus judges the few target data more relevant to target
classification than the many related source tasks.
6.1.2 Analysis of increasing number of tasks
This next experiment illustrates the effect of adding more tasks for the transfer learning
setting on synthetic and MNIST datasets. For synthetic data, Gaussian classes with mean
µij = βµi1 +
√
1− β2µ⊥i1 and various values of β are successively added. For the MNIST
dataset, different classifications of digits are added progressively to help classify the specific
pair of digits (1, 4) . Figure 4 depicts the classification error after each new task addition,
both for a classical binary input label choice and for the proposed optimized input labels.
The figure forcefully illustrates that our proposed framework avoids negative transfer, as
the classification error of MTL never increases as the number of tasks grows. This is quite
unlike the non-optimized scheme which severely suffers from negative transfer.
6.1.3 Hypothesis testing
The next experiments, both synthetic and on real data, apply the results of MTL-LSSVM
to a hypothesis test on a target Task t based on training samples both from a source Task s
and the target Task t. For data x in the target task, the test
gbint (x)
H1
≷
H0
ζ
is performed, where H0 is the null hypothesis (say, Class 2) and H1 the alternative (say,
Class 1) and ζ = ζ(η) is a decision threshold here selected in such a way to enforce the false
alarm rate constraint P (gt(x) ≥ ζ(η) | x ∈H0) ≤ η, for a given η ∈ (0, 1). The objective is
then to maximize over the input scores ybin the correct detection rate P (gbint (x) ≥ ζ(η) | x ∈
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Figure 4: Classification accuracy for increasing number of tasks. (Left) Synthetic data
with task correlations β = 1, .9, .5, .2, .8 in this order, p = 100 and
c = [.07, .11, .10, .10, .06, .08, .09, .12, .10, .11, .03, .03]T ; accuracy evaluated out of
10 000 test samples. (Right) MNIST dataset with digits (1, 4) as target task,
each added task being shown in x-axis; 100 training samples are used for each class
of the source tasks and 10 training samples for each class of the target class; HOG
features with p = 144 for each image digit; accuracy evaluated out of ntest = 1135
test samples. For both setting, γ = 1k and λ = 10. The optimized scheme avoids
negative transfer by systematically benefiting from additional tasks.
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H1): this induces a different value for the optimal scores y
bin⋆ than proposed in (12), which
can be constructed following Remark 9.
The experimental synthetic data is here a two-task (k = 2) setting in which x1j ∼
N(±µ11, Ip) (i.e., µ12 = −µ11) and x2j ∼N(±µ21, Ip), where µ21 = βµ11+
√
1− β2µ⊥11, µ11
is a unit-norm vector and µ⊥11 any unit-norm vector orthogonal to µ11. We take here β = 0.5,
so that both tasks are “slightly” correlated. As for the real-world experiment, they are
based on the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia dataset (Moody and Mark, 2001). The dataset consists
of 109 446 samples from 5 medical heart condition categories: “Normal (N)”: 0, “Atrial
premature (S)”: 1, “Ventricular (V)”: 2, “Ventricular-Norma (F)”: 3, and “Unclassifiable
(Q)”: 4. For illustration, we consider here a binary classification with source Classes {1, 2}
and target Classes {3, 4}. A false alarm is raised when misclassifying (target) Class 3 into
Class 4 and the performance objective consists in maximizing the correct classification of
target Class 4.
Figure 5 depicts the algorithm performance through a receiver-operating curve (ROC)
for false alarm rates η on both synthetic and real-world data. Both theoretical (Th) asymp-
totics (used to set the decision threshold ζ) and actual performances (Sim) are displayed,
for the optimal (Opt) choice of ybin (Opt) and for ybin = [−1, 1,−1, 1]T (Non-Opt).
Both synthetic and real data graphs of Figure 5 confirm, here under the hypothesis
testing problem, the large superiority of our proposed optimized MTL-LSSVM over the
standard non-optimized alternative. Besides, the theoretical classification error prediction
is an accurate fit to the actual empirical performance, even for not so large values of p and
the nij’s, and even for small error values.
7 This remark is here all the more fundamental
that, in practice, η can be set a priori, using Theorem 8 with no need for heavy, unreliable,
and data-consuming cross-validation procedures.
6.2 Experiments on multi-class classification
We here consider the complete setting of a k ≥ 2, m > 2 multi-class learning scenario, first
on synthetic and then on real image datasets.
6.2.1 Experiments on synthetic dataset
In the synthetic data experiment, the scenario is a two-task (k = 2) setting in which
x
(j)
1l ∼ N(µ1j , Ip) and x(j)2l ∼ N(µ2j , Ip), where µ2j = βµ1j +
√
1− β2µ⊥1j , with µ1j = 2e[p]j
and µ⊥1j = e
[p]
p−j, and β varies from 0.1 to 0.8.
Table 3 provides the empirical classification accuracy achieved by one-versus-all (Al-
gorithm 2), one-versus-one (Algorithm 3) and one-hot (Algorithm 4) learning versus their
standard (non-optimized) algorithm equivalent on 10 000 test samples. The table also re-
ports the theoretical classification accuracies predicted by the empirical estimation of the
quantities involved in Propositions 12–13 (therefore without any cross validation) for the
one-versus-all and one-hot methods.
7. Since our main result (Theorem 8) is a central limit theorem, it is not expected to be particularly accurate
in the “tails” of the distribution of the output scores gbini (x); as such, the observed high accuracy for
small error values is remarkable.
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Figure 5: ROC curve for proposed optimized versus standard MTL-LSSVM. (Left) Syn-
thetic data with p = 128, n11 = 384, n12 = 256, n21 = 64, n22 = 40,
µ11 = −µ12 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T, µ21 = −µ22 = [.87, .5, 0, . . . , 0]T. (Right) MIT-
BIH arrhythmia database, with p = 550, nij = 500, λ = 1, γ = 12. The accuracy
of the theoretical anticipation is remarkable and allows for a precise setting of the
decision threshold ensuring a desired false alarm rate.
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Table 3: Classification accuracy for synthetic data x
(j)
1l ∼N(µ1j , Ip) and x(j)2l ∼N(µ2j , Ip),
µ2j = βµ1j +
√
1− β2µ⊥1j, for different values of the data-correlation β > 0 and
various multi-class learning algorithms. Theoretical performance predictions are
provided in parentheses. Here m = 5, p = 100, c1j = .16, c2j = .04, for j ∈
{1, . . . , 5}, λ = 1 and γ = 1k. The performance gains of the proposed optimal
scheme is particularly clear in tasks with low correlation.
β Method one-vs-all one-vs-one one-hot
β = 0.1
Classical 61.43 (59.87) 65.31 65.61 (64.35)
Optimized 67.63 (67.57) 74.98 67.63 (67.55)
β = 0.5
Classical 65.47 (66.00) 71.30 67.41 (67.90)
Optimized 68.00 (68.52) 76.31 68.03 (68.48)
β = 0.8
Classical 71.16 (70.63) 78.20 70.97 (70.58)
Optimized 71.19 (70.76) 78.55 71.14 (70.67)
The output performance scores naturally show an improvement using the proposed
MTL-LSSVM framework and confirm again the extremely accurate prediction of perfor-
mance by the theoretical formulas. Most importantly, the table reveals that the gap be-
tween the non-optimized and optimized schemes is all the more important that the corre-
lation between task (through the parameter β) is small; this indicates that the optimized
MTL-LSSVM learning framework better exploits the (even little) correlation arising be-
tween tasks or, alternatively, that the non-optimized scheme suffers from negative learning
when “over-emphasizing” the weight of data from the other task (through the binary input
labels Y).
As for the comparison of the three classification methods (one-versus-all, one-versus-one
and one-hot), it shows here an overall superiority of the one-versus-one approach. This
result should nonetheless be interpreted with extreme care as no optimization over the
hyperparameters γ, λ is conducted in any scenario.
6.2.2 Image classification
Similarly as in Section 3, we now turn to the popular Office+Caltech256 multi-task im-
age classification benchmark (Saenko et al., 2010; Griffin et al., 2007) often exploited for
transfer learning. The overall database consists of 10 categories shared by both Office and
Caltech256 datasets. As in Table 1, we consider in sequence the transfer learning of one
out of four possible source tasks, each of which consisting in classifying data from one sub-
database (images issued from the Caltech set (c), Webcam images (w), Amazon pictures (a)
or dslr images (d)), towards another task; this boils down to 4× (4− 1) = 12 source-target
comparison pairs.)
The results in Table 1 using VGG features for the image representations are extremely
close to 100%, already for the “naive” approach consisting in a simplified one-versus-all
extension of Algorithm 1. Little would be gained (at least not in computational efforts)
by running the more involved Algorithm 2 on the same database. For this reason, for the
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present experiment, we compare the more challenging (since less discriminative) p = 800
SURF-BoW features of the Office+Caltech256 images instead of their VGG features.
Half of the samples of the target task is randomly selected as test data and the accuracy
is evaluated over 20 independent trials. For complexity reasons, as in Section 3, for each
experiment, the naive version of the one-versus-all algorithm is run 10 times, considering a
fictitious two-class C˜1-versus-C˜2 setting where, for the classifier focusing on class Cℓ, class
C˜1 = Cℓ while class C˜2 is the union of all other classes Cℓ′ , ℓ
′ 6= ℓ.
Table 4 reports the accuracy obtained by the algorithm (Proposed) versus the non opti-
mized MTL-LSSVM from (Xu et al., 2013) (LSSVM) and state-of-the-art transfer learning
algorithms already introduced in Section 3. Table 4 again demonstrates that our proposed
improved MTL-LSSVM, despite its simplicity and unlike the competing methods used for
comparison, has stable performances and is highly competitive.
Table 4: Classification accuracy for transfer learning on the Office+Caltech256 database,
against state-of-the-art alternatives. Here with c(Caltech), w(Webcam),
a(Amazon), d(dslr) based on SURF-BoW features. Our proposed approach is
systematically best or second to best and best on average.
S/T c→
w
w→
c
c→
a
a→
c
w→
a
a→
d
d→
a
w→
d
c→
d
d→
c
a→
w
d→
w
Mean
score
LSSVM 79.47 47.70 68.10 49.65 68.13 57.50 70.00 73.75 67.50 46.45 74.83 84.11 65.60
MMDT 69.47 42.55 68.95 39.70 65.24 59.50 62.16 86.06 56.94 27.92 68.54 87.88 61.24
ILS 24.5 20.92 25.21 21.10 22.92 26.25 27.08 43.75 30.00 26.95 15.23 57.62 28.46
CDLS 82.28 54.21 73.75 54.49 71.52 68.56 70.54 69.44 69.44 53.86 81.59 82.78 69.37
Ours 86.09 49.65 75.00 50.35 68.83 73.75 71.25 72.50 77.50 48.05 80.13 85.43 69.88
7. Concluding remarks
Through the example of multi-task learning, as well as its particularization to transfer learn-
ing, the article demonstrates the ability of random matrix theory to predict the performance
of advanced machine learning schemes (here based on an extension of LSSVM) and most
importantly to propose improved learning mechanisms, which are competitive with, if not
largely outperforming, elaborate state-of-the-art alternatives.
Interestingly, as already reported in recent works (Mai and Couillet, 2018; Mai et al.,
2019), the proposed random-matrix-optimized framework is largely counter-intuitive and
comes along with novel insights on the overall learning mechanisms of large dimensional
data classification. Here specifically, the proposed input score (label) optimization is at
odds with the conventional binary input label insights of most machine learning schemes,
but is key to optimize the exploitation of other tasks and to discard altogether the long
standing problem of negative transfer.
The random-matrix framework also draws a significant advantage in its being universal
to data distributions. As shown here, our main results (Theorem 8) are valid for data mod-
elled as mixtures of concentrated random vectors which go quite beyond the usually assumed
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Gaussian mixtures, as they encompass extremely realistic synthetic data models (such as
GAN images). This universality phenomenon, possible surprising at first, in fact holds
for a wide range of large dimensional “dense” (as opposed to sparse) data representation
vectors, encompassing not only images but also likely other forms of data representations,
such as word embeddings in natural language processing, vectors of moments of graphons
in statistical graph analysis, etc.
To conclude, we importantly emphasize a fundamental underlying take-away message
of the present work: recalling that LSSVM is nothing but an explicit and computationally-
cheap linear regression method, the fact that it competes or even outperforms elaborate
MTL methods testifies of the possibility, when dealing with large dimensional data, to de-
sign highly performing elementary and cost-efficient random-matrix-based learning schemes.
This remark is in line with the recent parallel analysis of information theoretic bounds on
the performances of machine learning problems, such as in (Lelarge and Miolane, 2019) for
semi-supervised learning (SSL); similar to the present work, in (Mai and Couillet, 2018),
the authors propose a random-matrix-based optimization of standard graph SSL learn-
ing which they demonstrate to tightly reach the information theoretic upper bound of
(Lelarge and Miolane, 2019). This simultaneously (i) opens the path to a tentative explo-
ration of information-theoretic bounds on transfer learning and multi-task learning for large
dimensional data, the results of which could then be confronted to the present proposed
scheme, and (ii) strongly suggests the practical relevance of “reinvesting” research efforts in
simple, cost-efficient, theoretically tractable, controllable, and usually more stable machine
learning schemes, rather than in complex and theoretically intractable techniques.
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Appendix A.
A.1 Solution of MTL-LSSVM
The Lagrangian of the constrained optimization problem using the relatedness assumption
(Wi =W0 + Vi) reads:
L(ω0, vi, ξi, αi, bi) =
1
2λ
tr
(
WT0 W0
)
+
1
2
k∑
i=1
tr
(
V Ti Vi
)
γi
+
1
2
k∑
i=1
tr
(
ξTi ξi
)
+
k∑
i=1
tr
(
αTi
(
Yi − X˚
T
i W0
kp
− X˚
T
i Vi
kp
− 1nibTi − ξi
))
with αi ∈ Rni×m the Lagrangian parameter attached to task i.
Differentiating with respect to the unknownsW0, Vi, ξi, αi, and bi leads to the following
system of equations:
1
λ
W0 −
k∑
i=1
Xiαi = 0 (14)
1
γi
Vi −Xiαi = 0 (15)
ξi − αi = 0 (16)
Yi − X˚
T
i W0
kp
− X˚
T
i Vi
kp
− 1nibTi − ξi = 0 (17)
αTi 1ni = 0. (18)
Plugging the expression ofW0 (Equation (14)), Vi (Equation (15)) and ξi (Equation (16))
into Equation (17) leads to:
Yi = (λ+ γi)
X˚Ti X˚i
kp
αi + λ
∑
j 6=i
X˚Ti Xj
kp
αj + 1nib
T
i + αi
1Tniαi = 0.
With Y = [Y T1 , . . . , Y
T
k ]
T ∈ Rn, α = [αT1 , . . . , αTk ]T ∈ Rn, Z =
∑k
i=1 e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗ X˚i ∈
Rkp×n and P ∈ Rn×k such that the j-th column is P.j = [0Tn1+...+nj−1 ,1Tnj ,0Tnj+1+...+nk ]T,
this system of equations can be written under the following compact matrix form:
Pb+Q−1α = Y
PTα = 0k
with Q =
(
ZTAZ
kp + In
)−1 ∈ Rn×n, and A = (Dγ + λ1k1Tk )⊗ Ip ∈ Rkp×kp.
Solving for α and b then gives:
α = Q(Y − Pb)
b = (PTQP )−1PTQY.
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Moreover, using Wi =W0+Vi and Equations (14) and (15), the expression of Wi becomes:
Wi =
(
e
[k]
i
T ⊗ Ip
)
AZα.
A.2 Calculus of deterministic equivalents
Lemma 14 (Deterministic equivalents) Define, for class Cj in Task i, the data deter-
ministic matrices
M =
(
e
[k]
1 ⊗ [µ11, . . . , µ1m], . . . , e[k]k ⊗ [µk1, . . . , µkm]
)
Cij = A
1
2
(
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗ (Σij + µijµTij)
)
A
1
2 .
Then we have the deterministic equivalents of first order
Q˜↔ ¯˜Q ≡

 k∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
δ
[mk]
ij Cij + Ikp

−1
A
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z ↔ A 12 ¯˜QA 12MδJT
and of second order
Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜↔ Bij
ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z ↔ JMTδ A
1
2 (BijA
1
2MδJ
T − ¯˜QA 12MδWij) + Fij
in which we defined
Wij = [w11, . . . , wkm]
T, wsl =
[
0
T
n11+...+n(s−1)l
,
2δ
[mk]
sl tr (BijCsl)
nsl
1Tnsl ,0
T
n(s+1)l+...+nkm
]T
Fij =
∑
i′,j′
c20δ
[mk]
i′j′
2
c2i′j′
tr(Ci′j′Bij)e
[mk]
i′j′ e
[mk]
i′j′
T
Bij =
¯˜QA
1
2SijA
1
2
¯˜Q+
k∑
i′=1
2∑
j′=1
di′j′Tij,i′j′ [
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q]
D =
∑
i,j
dije
[mk]
ij e
[mk]
ij
T
, dij =
c0
cij
δ
[mk]
ij
2
J = [j11, . . . , jkm],
jlm =
(
0Tn11+...+n(i−1)m ,1
T
nij , 0
T
n(i+1)1+...+nkm
)
T
,
Mδ =M
∑
ij
c0
cij
δ
[mk]
ij e
[mk]
ij e
[mk]T
ij
Sij = e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗ Σij
T = T¯ (Ik −DT)−1, Tij,i′j′ = 1
kp
tr(Cij
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q), T¯ij,i′j′ =
1
kp
tr
(
Ci′j′
¯˜QA
1
2SijA
1
2
¯˜Q
)
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and the (δ
[mk]
11 , . . . , δ
[mk]
km ) are the unique positive solutions of
δ
[mk]
ij =
cij
c0
(
1 + 1kptr(Cij
¯˜Q)
) , ∀i, j.
A.2.1 Proof of Lemma 14
First order deterministic equivalent. A deterministic equivalent for Q˜ is retrieved
similarly as provided in (Louart and Couillet, 2018). Our objective is then to find, based
on this result, a deterministic equivalent for the random matrix A
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z. To this end,
we evaluate the scalar quantity E[uTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Zv] for any deterministic vector u ∈ Rkp and
v ∈ Rn such that ‖u‖ = 1 and ‖v‖ = 1, which we can write
E
[
uTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Zv
]
=
n∑
i=1
viE
[
uTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2 zi
]
. (19)
Furthermore, let us define for convenience the matrix Z−i, which is the matrix Z with a
vector of 0 on its i-th column such that ZZT = Z−iZT−i + ziz
T
i . Using the Sherman-Morrison
matrix inversion lemma (i.e., (A+ uvT)−1 = A−1 − A−1uvTA−1
1+vTA−1u
), we find:
Q˜ =
(
A
1
2ZZTA
1
2
kp
+ Ikp
)−1
= Q˜−i − 1
kp
Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−i
1 + 1kpz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
(20)
with Q˜−i = (
A
1
2 Z−iZ
T
−iA
1
2
kp + Ikp)
−1. Furthermore,
Q˜A
1
2 zi =
Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
1 + 1kpz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
. (21)
Plugging Equation (21) into Equation (19) leads to
E
[
uTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Zv
]
=
n∑
i=1
viE

uT A 12 Q˜−iA 12 zi
1 + 1kpz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi

 . (22)
Moreover, following the same line of reasoning as in (Seddik et al., 2020, Proposition A.3),
based on Assumption 1 and tools from concentration of measure theory (see also (Ledoux,
2001; Louart et al., 2018)), one can show that:
n∑
i=1
viE

uT A 12 Q˜−iA 12 zi
1 + 1kpz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi

 = n∑
i=1
viE
[
uT
A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
1 + δij
]
+O
(√
log p
p
)
(23)
with δij ≡ E
[
1
kpz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
]
. Note that δij can be estimated as the solution of the fixed
point equation
δij =
1
kp
E
[
tr
(
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−i
)]
=
1
kp
tr
(
Cij
¯˜Q
)
+O
(
1√
p
)
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since zi’s are independent from Q˜−i.
We then conclude that:
E
[
uTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Zv
]
=
n∑
i=1
viu
T
E
[
A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 zi
]
1 + δij
+O
(√
log p
p
)
= uTA
1
2
¯˜QA
1
2Mδv +O
(√
log p
p
)
where in the last equality, we used the fact that Q˜−i is independent from zi. This concludes
the proof.
Second order deterministic equivalent We aim in the following section to prove that
ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z ↔ JMT
δ
A
1
2 (BijA
1
2MδJ
T − ¯˜QA 12MδWij) + Fij .
Let us define for convenience C(i) the class of the i-th sample. Similarly as done for the
first order deterministic equivalents, the focus will be on E[uTZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Zv].
In order to obtain an estimate of this bilinear form, or equivalently here a deterministic
equivalent for ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z, one must isolate the contribution the off-diagonal
versus diagonal elements of the latter matrix. Starting with the off-diagonal elements, using
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successively Equation (20) and Equation (23) on i and j , we have
n∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
uiviE
[
zTi A
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2 zj
]
=
n∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
uiviE
[
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−jA
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))
]
+O
(√
log p
p
)
=
n∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
uiviE

z
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−jA
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2 zjz
T
j A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−jA
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))

+O
(√
log p
p
)
=
n∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
uiviE

z
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(i))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2 zjz
T
j A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(j))
+
1
(kp)2
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2 zjz
T
j A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(i))

+O
(√
log p
p
)
=
n∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
uiviE

z
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(i))
−
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2 zjz
T
j A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
kp(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(j))

+O
(√
log p
p
)
.
where the term
1
(kp)2
zTi A
1
2 Q˜−i
−j
A
1
2 zjz
T
j A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−j
−i
A
1
2 zj
(1 + δC(i))(1 + δC(j))(1 + δC(i))
is proved to be order O( 1√p) using (Seddik et al., 2020, Lemma A.2).
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As such, the “sub-deterministic equivalent” for the matrix ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z with
diagonal elements discarded is JMT
δ
A
1
2BijA
1
2MδJ
T − JMT
δ
A
1
2
¯˜QA
1
2MδWij, with
A
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2 ↔ Bij
Wij = [w11, . . . , wkm]
T, wsl =
[
0Tn11+...+n(s−1)l ,
2tr (BijCsl)
kp(1 + δsl)
1Tnsl ,0
T
n(s+1)l+...+nkm
]
T
(note that this matrix estimator of the off-diagonal elements is not zero on the diagonal;
however its diagonal elements vanish as n, p → ∞ and may thus be maintained without
affecting the final result).
We next need to handle the contribution of the diagonal elements. These are obtained
similarly as the off-diagonal elements and lead to the deterministic diagonal matrix equiv-
alent
Fij =
∑
i′,j′
tr(Ci′j′Bij)
(1 + δi′j′)2
e
[mk]
i′j′ e
[mk]
i′j′
T
.
Put together, the complete deterministic equivalent is then:
JMTδ A
1
2BijA
1
2MδJ
T − JMTδ A
1
2
¯˜QA
1
2MδWij +
∑
i′,j′
tr(Ci′j′Bij)
(1 + δi′j′)2
e
[mk]
i′j′ e
[mk]
i′j′
T
.
This proves that ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z ↔ JMT
δ
A
1
2 (BijA
1
2MδJ
T − ¯˜QA 12MδWij) + Fij .
Calculus of Bij. To conclude the proof of Lemma 14, it then remains to find a determin-
istic equivalent for Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜ which we denote by Bij . Similar derivations and results are
provided in detail in (Louart et al., 2018). For conciseness, we sketch the most important
elements of the proof. The interested reader can refer to (Louart et al., 2018, Section 5.2.3).
Let us evaluate E[uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 (Q˜ − ¯˜Q)v] for any deterministic vector u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rn
such that ‖u‖ = 1 and ‖v‖ = 1 by using successively Equations (23) and (20):
E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 (Q˜− ¯˜Q)v
]
= E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜(−A
1
2ZZTA
1
2
kp
+ Cδ)
¯˜Qv
]
= − 1
kp
∑
i
E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2
¯˜Qv
1 + δij
]
+ E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iCδ
¯˜Qv
]
− 1
kp
E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜Cδ
¯˜Qv
]
+O
(√
log p
p
)
where Cδ =
∑
ij
cij
c0
Cij
1+δij
. Using Assumption 1 and following the work of Louart and Couillet
(2018),
1
kp
E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜Cδ
¯˜Qv
]
= O(
1
p
).
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Furthermore,
E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 (Q˜− ¯˜Q)v
]
= − 1
kp
∑
i
E
[
uTQ˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2
¯˜Qv
1 + δij
]
+
1
kp
∑
i
E
[
uTQ˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜−iA
1
2 ziz
T
i A
1
2
¯˜Qv
kp(1 + δij)2
]
+ E
[
uTQ˜A
1
2SijA
1
2Q−iCδ
¯˜Qv
]
+O
(√
log p
p
)
=
1
kp
∑
i
E
tr
(
CC(i)Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜
)
(1 + δC(i))2
E
[
uT ¯˜QCC(i)
¯˜Qv
]
+O
(√
log p
p
)
where − 1kp
∑
i E[
uTQ˜−iA
1
2 SijA
1
2 Q˜−izizTi
¯˜Qv
1+δij
] + E[uTQ˜−iA
1
2SijA
1
2QCδ
¯˜Qv] = O
(
1√
p
)
, following
again (Louart and Couillet, 2018).
Let us next denote dab =
nab
kp(1+δab)2
. We then have the following identity for E[Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜]:
E[Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜] = ¯˜QA
1
2SijA
1
2
¯˜Q+
k∑
i′=1
m∑
j′=1
di′j′
kp
E
[
tr
(
Ci′j′Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜
)]
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q+O‖·‖
(√
log p
p
)
(24)
Further introduce the two matrices T¯ and T defined as: T¯ab,ij =
1
kptr(Cab
¯˜QA
1
2SijA
1
2
¯˜Q) and
Tij,i′j′ =
1
kpE[tr
(
Ci′j′Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜
)
]. These satisfy the following equations (i.e., by right
multiplying Equation (24) by Ci′j′ and taking the trace)
T
(ij)
i′j′ = T¯ij,i′j′ +
k∑
e=1
m∑
f=1
defTef,ijTi′j′,ef ,
so that T = T¯ (Ik −DT)−1 where D = D[d11,...,dkm]T and Tef,i′j′ = 1kptr(Cef
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q).
Finally,
Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜↔ ¯˜QA 12SijA 12 ¯˜Q+
k∑
i′=1
m∑
j′=1
di′j′T
(ij)
i′j′ E[
¯˜QCi′j′
¯˜Q] (25)
with T = T¯ (Ik −DT)−1.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 8
Proof of the convergence in distribution. Under a Gaussian mixture assumption
for the input data X, the convergence in distribution of the statistics of the classification
score gi(x) is identical to the central limit theorem derived in (Liao and Couillet, 2019,
Appendix B) by writing the classification score gi(x) in polynomial form of a Gaussian
vector and by resorting to the Lyapounov central limit theorem (Billingsley, 2008).
Since conditionally on the training data X, the classification score g(x) is expressed
as the projection of the deterministic vector W on the concentrated random vector x, the
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CLT for concentrated vector unfolds by proving that projections of deterministic vector on
concentrated random vector is asymptotically gaussian. This is ensured by the following
result.
Theorem 15 (CLT for concentrated vector (Klartag, 2007; Fleury et al., 2007))
If x is a concentrated random vector with E[x] = 0, E[xxT] = Ip with an observable diameter
of order O(1) and σ be the uniform measure on the sphere Sp−1 ⊂ Rp of radius 1, then for
any integer k, small compared to p, there exist two constants C, c and a set Θ ⊂ (Sp−1)k
such that σ ⊗ . . .⊗ σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(Θ) ≥ 1−√pCe−c√p and ∀θ = (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ Θ,
∀a ∈ Rk : sup
t∈R
|P(aTθTx ≥ t)−G(t)| ≤ Cp− 14 .
with G(t) the cumulative distribution function of N(0, 1)
Then the result unfolds naturally.
Statistical mean of the classification scores. Using the definition of the score in (2),
the average output score gi(x) for x ∈ Cj is
E[gi(x)] = E
[
1
kp
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ µij
)T
A
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z(Y − Pb)
]
+ bi.
Using Lemma 14, this can be further developed as:
E[gi(x)] =
1
kp
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ µij
)T
A
1
2
¯˜QA
1
2MδJ
T(Y − P b¯) + bi + o(1). (26)
Since Cij = A
1
2 (e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗ (Σij + µijµTij))A
1
2 is a finite rank update of Σij, one can further
use Woodbury identity matrix (i.e., (A+ UCV )−1 = A−1 +A−1UC(I + V A−1U)V A−1 for
invertible square A) to write ¯˜Q = ¯˜Q0 − ¯˜Q0M(Ikp +MT ¯˜Q0M)−1MT ¯˜Q0, with
¯˜Q0 =

 k∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
(Dγ + λ1k1k)
1
2 eie
T
i (Dγ + λ1k1k)
1
2 ⊗ δ[mk]ij Σij + Ikp

−1
M = A
1
2MD
1
2
δ[mk]
with δ[mk] = [δ
[mk]
i1 , . . . , δ
[mk]
mk ] for δ
[mk]
ij =
cij
c0(1+δ
[mk]
ij )
. Plugging the expression of ¯˜Q in
Equation (26), we obtain
E[gi(x)] = e
T
ijD
− 1
2
δ[mk]
MT
¯˜QMD
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚ + bi + o(1)
= eTijD
− 1
2
δ[mk]
(Imk − Γ)D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚ + bi + o(1)
with Γ = (Imk + M
T ¯˜Q0M)
−1 and e[mk]ij is the canonical vector. Finally, to be exhaustive
without going into the technical details,8 let us conclude by remarking that one can show
8. Due to Remark 3, bi can take any arbitrary value since only the decision threshold but not the perfor-
mance is sensitive to a shift of Y .
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using the deterministic equivalent for Q provided in (Louart and Couillet, 2018) that bi =
1Tni
Yi
ni
+O(p−
1
2 ) =Y − Y˚ +O(p− 12 ).
Finally, letting mij be the above expression of E[gi(x)] without the trailing o(1) and
m = [m11, . . . ,mkm]
T, one concludes using the notations of Theorem 8 that
m =Y −D−
1
2
δ[mk]
ΓD
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚
as desired.
Variance of the classification score. Using Equation (2), for x ∈ Cj , the covariance
of the score gi(x) is given by
Cov[gi(x)] = E
[
1
(kp)2
(Y − Pb)TZTA 12 Q˜A 12SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z(Y − Pb)
]
Using the deterministic equivalent of ZTA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2SijA
1
2 Q˜A
1
2Z in Lemma 1, the expression
further reads
Cov[gi(x)] = =
1
(kp)2
(Y − P b¯)T
(
JMTδ A
1
2BijA
1
2MδJ + Fij
)
(Y − P b¯)
− 1
p2
(Y − P b¯)TJMTδ A
1
2
¯˜QA
1
2MδWij(Y − P b¯).
Similarly to the calculus performed for E[gi(x)], using again
¯˜Q = ¯˜Q0 − ¯˜Q0M(Ikp + MT ¯˜Q0M)−1MT ¯˜Q0,
similar algebraic manipulations lead to:
Cov[gi(x)] = = Y˚
TD
1
2
δ[mk]
MTBijMD
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚ + Y˚TD
1
2
δ[mk]
Dκij,.D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚ − Y˚TD
1
2
δ[mk]
MT
¯˜QMD κij,.
δ[mk]
D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚
=YTD
1
2
δ[mk]
ΓMT ¯˜Q0Vij
¯˜Q0MΓD
1
2
δ[mk]
Y +YTD
1
2
δ[mk]
(I − Γ)Dκij,.(I − Γ)+
Y˚TD
1
2
δ[mk]
Dκij,.D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚ − 2Y˚TD
1
2
δ[mk]
(I − Γ)Dκij,.D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y˚
=YTD
1
2
δ[mk]
(
ΓDκij,.Γ + ΓM
T ¯˜Q0Vij
¯˜Q0MΓ
)
D
1
2
δ[mk]
Y
with Vij = A
1
2SijA
1
2 +
k∑
i′=1
m∑
j′=1
δ
[mk]
i′j′ κij,i′j′A
1
2Si′j′A
1
2 and κij,. = [κij,11, . . . , κij,k2] with κij,i′j′ =
di′j′Tij,i′j′/δ
[mk]
i′j′ .
A.3.1 Particular Case
In the case of binary classification (m = 2) and for Σij = Ip, we have the simplification:
M =
∑
i,j
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
) 1
2
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗
√
δ˜iµ˚ij
=
∑
i
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
) 1
2
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T ⊗


[
ci2
√
ci1
ci
,− ci1
√
ci2
ci
]
c0(1 + δi)
⊗∆µi

 .
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Moreover, ¯˜Q0 = [(Dγ + λ1k1
T
k )
1
2D
δ˜
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
) 1
2 + Ik]
−1 ⊗ Ip, so that
MT
¯˜Q0M =
∑
i,j
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
[
Ik +D
− 1
2
δ˜
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
D
− 1
2
δ˜
]−1
e
[k]
j e
[k]
j
T
∆µTi ∆µj ⊗ cicTj
=
∑
i,j
Aij∆µ
T
i ∆µje
[k]
i e
[k]
j
T ⊗ cicTj
=
(
A ⊗ 1k1Tk
)
⊙M
with
M ≡
∑
i,j
∆µTi ∆µj
(
E
[k]
ij ⊗ cicTj
)
ci ≡

 ci2ci
√
ci1
ci
− ci1ci
√
ci2
ci


A ≡
[
Ik +D
− 1
2
δ˜
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
D
− 1
2
δ˜
]−1
.
As for the covariance terms,
MT
¯˜Q0Vij
¯˜Q0M =
∑
i,j
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
[
Ik +D
− 1
2
δ˜
(
Dγ + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
D
− 1
2
δ˜
]−1
D
− 1
2
δ˜
(
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
+Dκi⊙δ˜
)
×
D
− 1
2
δ˜
[
Ik +D
− 1
2
δ˜
(
Ik + λ1k1
T
k
)−1
D
− 1
2
δ˜
]−1
e
[k]
j e
[k]
j
T
∆µTi ∆µj ⊗ cicTj
=
∑
i,j
[
AD
− 1
2
δ˜
(
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
+Dκi⊙δ˜
)
D
− 1
2
δ˜
A
]
ij
∆µTi ∆µje
[k]
i e
[k]
j
T ⊗ cicTj
=
(
AD
− 1
2
δ˜
(
e
[k]
i e
[k]
i
T
+Dκi⊙δ˜
)
D
− 1
2
δ˜
A ⊗ 1k1Tk
)
⊙M
=
1
δ
[k]
i
(
AD
Ki+e
[k]
i
A ⊗ 1k1Tk
)
⊙M
with Kia = δ˜iκia. Using Equation (25), after algebraic manipulations, we finally obtain the
compact form
K =
c0
k
[A ⊙A]
(
Dc − c0
k
[A ⊙A]
)−1
. (27)
A.4 Proof of Propositions 12–13
A.4.1 One-versus-all
The probability of correct classification for Task i and for a test data x ∈ Cj reads
P
(
gbini (x; j) > max
j′ 6=j
{gbini (x; j′)}
)
= P
(
gbini (x; j) −max
j′ 6=j
{gbini (x; j′)} > 0
)
.
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Since by definition (Equation (2))
gbini (x; j) =
1
kp
y˚(j)TJTQZTA
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ x˚
)
+ bi, (28)
we have that gbini (x, j)1m−1 −
{
gbini (x; j
′)
}
j′ 6=j =
1
kpY−jJ
TQZTA
(
e
[k]
k ⊗ x˚
)
, where Y−j =
(y˚(j)T−[y˚(j′)T]
j′ 6=j) ∈ R(m−1)×km. Using Theorem 8 withY replaced byY−j , gbini (x, j)1m−1−
gbini (x; j
′)j′ 6=j ∈ Rm−1 is asymptotically a multivariate Gaussian random vector with statis-
tics detailed in the theorem statement. Proposition 12 then unfolds trivially by remarking
that gbini (x; j) > maxj′ 6=j g
bin
i (x; j
′)⇔ ∀j′ 6= j, gbini (x; j) − gbini (x; j′) ≥ 0.
A.4.2 One Hot encoding
The proof is similar to the one-versus-all case.
The probability of correct classification for a test data x ∈ Cj is
P
(
gbini (x; j) > max
j′ 6=j
{gbini (x; j′)}
)
= P
(
gbini (x; j) −max
j′ 6=j
{gbini (x; j′)} > 0
)
where
gbini (x; j) =
1
kp
e
[k]
j
T
Y˚TJTQZTA
(
e
[k]
i ⊗ x˚
)
+ bi. (29)
Therefore gbini (x; j)1m−1−{(gi(x; j′))}j′ 6=j = 1kpEjY˚TJTQZTA(e
[k]
k ⊗x˚), withEj = {(e(m)j −
e
(m)
j′ )
T}j 6=j′ ∈ R(m−1)×m. By Theorem 8 with Y˚ replaced by ETj Y˚T, this vector is asymp-
totically normally distributed and Proposition 13 unfolds immediately using again the fact
that gbini (x; j) > maxj′ 6=j g
bin
i (x; j
′)⇔ ∀j′ 6= j, gbini (x; j) − gbini (x; j′j) ≥ 0.
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